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Welcome to SecTor 2018!

This year marks our 12th edition of “Security Education Conference in Toronto” (SecTor). Every event we talk about SecTor 
being “by the community and for the community”. Each year we say that, it becomes truer and more necessary than the 
year prior. This event would not be possible without the world class researchers who take the time to join us in Toronto 
and present. We wish to acknowledge the sponsors and providers you see within the Expo. And finally, it would also not be 
possible without an amazing Canadian security community that continues to grow each year and attend SecTor to learn, to 
network and to leave better prepared to protect their organizations.

While we think the value of the Canadian security community is apparent to most folks here this week, we would like to 
take this opportunity to ask your help to extend and continue to build it. You can help the community grow in any number 
of ways. Consider speaking at a user group event, or guest speak at a local college. Mentor someone new to the industry. 
Create welcoming and inclusive information sharing environments. Reach beyond security folks and help raise the bar on 
security everywhere.

On to this year’s event. We have more speakers, more security solutions in the Expo and more learning opportunities than 
ever. Our conference program strives for a balance of new research, emerging threats, security management, security 
fundamentals, sponsor solutions and a “tools” track focused on open source tools to help you get your job done without 
begging for budget. You’ll find a legend on all schedules, so you know what type of session you are attending.

We welcome your feedback and incorporate as much as we can each year. This year we are asking you provide feedback 
overall and on a per session basis via the website (which is mobile responsive). Please visit https://sector.ca/feedback for 
all of the feedback forms. You can of course reach out to us via feedback@sector.ca. We really do read all of it and adjust 
accordingly. 

Please do enjoy the event. Learn as much as you can. Meet as many new people as you can. Share ideas. Help us create a 
welcoming, inclusive and collaborative environment. And don’t forget, if you miss a session, you can catch it online after the 
event at https://sector.ca/presentations.

Sincerely,

Brian Bourne and Bruce Cowper
SecTor Co-Founders

Links:
SecTor 2018 Presentations: https://sector.ca/presentations
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/groups?gid=941897
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/SecTorConference
Twitter: https://twitter.com/sectorca
YouTube: https://youtube.com/sectorca
TASK User Group: https://www.task.to
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NETWORKING RECEPTION AND PARTY
Network | Eat | Drink  
All full conference attendees are invited to join us for a 
quality networking event after day one of the conference 
in The Hall at Steam Whistle Brewing’s Roundhouse. 
Sponsored by Qualys and Rapid7, this networking reception 
is a wonderful opportunity to connect with other attendees, 
speakers and sponsors while enjoying delicious food and 
Steam Whistle’s premium pilsner. The venue is located just 
steps from the MTCC South Building, we encourage you to 
walk over on Tuesday after the last session and feel free to 
stay until closing at 10pm.

Full conference attendees must have their badge to gain 
access to the reception. Expo attendees do not have access 
to the event, however, for those who would like to join 
in the fun, Expo sponsors will have a limited number of 
reception wristbands to distribute.
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We encourage you to participate in this year’s SecTor puzzle contest, brought to you by SecTor and the Nuix Cyber 
Threat Analysis Team.  There are even great prizes!  In addition to the 511 tactical bag stuffed with swag, there are two 
tickets to SecTor 2019 for the winning person or team. 

OCTOBER 2, 2018
COLLABORATING FOR A SECURE CANADA - SCOTT 
JONES
Keynote Hall  Oct. 2, 2018  9:00 am - 10:00 am          
Building a resilient cyber security ecosystem is crucial for 
levelling the playing field against adversaries. The newly 
established Canadian Centre for Cyber Security, as part of 
the Communications Security Establishment (CSE), sees the 
increasing need for widespread innovation and collaboration 
to secure our country’s future. Collaboration is a point of 
pride and necessity from a Canadian perspective. No single 
entity can solve every cyber issue alone. Join Scott Jones, 
Head of the Canadian Centre for Cyber Security as he gives 
you an inside look at how the Cyber Centre will be a place 
where you and your organization can work side-by-side with 
academia and government to solve Canada’s most complex 
cyber issues.

THE FUTURE OF CYBER SECURITY – FROM A 
FRIENDLY HACKER’S PERSPECTIVE - KEREN 
ELAZARI
Keynote Hall  Oct. 2, 2018  12:00 pm - 1:10 pm          
Cyber security is no longer about protecting secrets. It’s 
about our way of life: from autonomous cars, to webcams 
medical devices, to the manipulation of political campaigns 
and global markets. But are you thinking about what’s 
next? This talk will aim to inspire the audience of security 
professionals to take action about the things that require 
our attention the most. We will shed light on emerging 
security threats and inspire the audience to take action 
with practical ideas on how to make a difference in their 
organizations – and what we can learn from, and work 
with, friendly hackers. We will discuss the future workforce 
and business challenges in this space and how to foster 
more diversity in cyber security. Finally, we’ll take a look 
at the future of cyber security and learn why resilience will 
be defined not just by our efforts to balance technology’s 
benefits against the risks it brings with it – but by how we 
evolve our paradigms about security, privacy and digital 
access.

OCTOBER 3, 2018
ARE WE SETUP TO FAIL? - MARK NUNNIKHOVEN
Keynote Hall  Oct. 3, 2018  9:00 am - 10:00 am 
Criminals are winning the battle against security 
practitioners. Need proof? Look no further than the new 
headlines in any given week.

Billions of dollars are being spent on the latest and 
“greatest” tools, and millions of people hours are being 
exhausted in the defence of our data. Yet with all this effort, 
it remains trivially easy for most criminals to compromise 
systems. After decades of practice, we—the security 
community—seem to be no further ahead. In fact, a strong 
argument can be made that we’re falling behind…rapidly.

Why? If you ask any cybersecurity professional how to 
defend an organization, you’ll get answers that maintain 
the status quo, and excuses citing how good cybercriminals 
are. Rarely do the answers point to organizational structure, 
internal incentives, or working with the rest of the 
organization.

So, why do we not question the current approach despite 
mounting evidence of its failure, and learn from those 
mistakes?

In this talk, we’ll explore those failures, the reasons behind 
them, and what steps we can take to correct them. No one 
is naive enough to believe there’s a magical solution to 
cybersecurity, but by asking if a different approach could 
be more effective, we may just find a more successful way 
forward!

TRANSLATING A LIFETIME OF LEARNING INTO 
CYBER RISK MANAGEMENT - BRUCE POTTER
Keynote Hall  Oct. 3, 2018  12:00 pm - 1:10 pm          
Everyone’s path is different. Maybe you’ve got a computer 
science, or even an information security degree. Or maybe 
your classrooms were basements, garages, and the Internet 
as you wrestled knowledge from every nook and cranny 
you could find. Somewhere along the line you got a job (and 
perhaps some on-the-job training to go with it). Whatever 
path you took, it led you to SecTor… and this talk.

CO
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CONTEST

gh0st@brokenbit:/home/shad0wlabs#cat recruits.txt  
 
after the unfortunate arrest by the fBi of me0wAretech and their domain me0wareteCh.cOm iN 
2017, gh0st and the CRew from shad0wlabs IS on the hunt for new recruits. they have decided 
that canadas leading security conference, sector, is the PERfect location to Discover new talent. 
tO test the worThiness of the reCruits, gh0st has put together a series of challenges tO test skill 
and drive needed to join the teaM at shad0wlabs.  
 
All of shad0wlabs puzzles will be password protected zip files and available from a website that 
you will discover during your challenge.  
 
Every flag that the recruits discover will earn them the password for the next puzzle, as well as a 
reward which they will collect with a code word at the industry table. 
 

 

         ** Attention Expo Pass Holders **

        

H
al

l F Keynote sessions within the Keynote Hall are restricted to full conference pass holders only.

Expo pass holders are welcome to view the keynote via telecast in the SecTor Theatre (Room 803AB).

KEYNOTES
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TECHNICAL TRACK
Technical sessions are restricted to full conference pass 
holders only.

5G: SECURITY STATUS AND OPPORTUNITIES - 
MARC KNEPPERS
Tech 2 (801A)  Oct. 2, 2018  3:55 pm - 4:55 pm         
The next evolution of the global mobile communications 
network is on the horizon and the technology standards are 
being developed to support it…but how secure will it be?

This talk will present an overview of the 5G security 
evolution and current status at the half-way point before 
official 5G release. The new network will not only require 
the development of new security controls aligned with its 
new functionality but is one of the few opportunities to 
redefine the security model for an entire technology system 
and improve known areas of weakness.

ALEXA, WHAT DID I DO LAST SUMMER? - 
VLADIMIR KATALOV
Tech 1 (718A)  Oct. 2, 2018  10:15 am - 11:15 am  
Smart things are a big trend nowadays. In more than 47 
million households, Alexa is always listening and sometimes 
recording. What exactly does Alexa know about its master? 
What information does it collect, where is it stored, and 
what Amazon does to all that data aside of the “learning and 
quality assurance” routine? In this session we will outline 
how to access voice recordings and audio commands, 
messages, call logs, address books and a lot more from the 

user’s Amazon account.

ATT&CKING THE COMMAND LINE AND HUNTING 
FOR MORE - EVAN GAUSTAD
Tech 3 (801B)  Oct. 2, 2018  2:40 pm - 3:40 pm  
The MITRE ATT&CK framework has emerged as the most 
complete and detailed body of knowledge of adversary 
techniques and tools ever compiled. As such, anyone in 
threat detection and response should be studying it. In this 
talk we will provide a brief overview of MITRE ATT&CK 
and how it can be used to help organize and focus hunting 
exercises. We’ll make this more concrete by showing how 
a malware sandbox data set and advanced analytics can 
be used to find examples of ATT&CK techniques being 
leveraged in the wild.

CONQUERING COMPLEXITY: ADDRESSING 
SECURITY CHALLENGES OF THE CONNECTED 
VEHICLE - TED SHORTER
Tech 3 (801B)  Oct. 3, 2018  2:40 pm - 3:40 pm          
As vehicles around the world become more and more 
automated, ongoing security threats become an even 
greater risk. But for the automotive industry, addressing 
end-to-end security poses significant challenges. Building 
a car isn’t done in isolation – components, manufacturers 
and global supply chains must be synchronistic to make 
the connected vehicle completely secure. In this session 
we will examine the complexity around securing vehicle 
communications and how companies are responding to 

build safe and connected vehicles that spur consumer 
satisfaction and loyalty.

DEEP LEARNING – CLASSIFYING MALICIOUS 
WEBSITES WITH IMAGE RECOGNITION MODELS - 
AKBAR QURESHI
Tech 2 (801A)  Oct. 2, 2018  10:15 am - 11:15 am          
During this presentation I will demonstrate how 
convolutional neural network (CNN) models used for image 
recognition can also be used to classify malicious websites. 
I will go over how a CNN trained on images of botnet C2 
panels and phishing websites can accurately predict and 
label, if a given image of a malicious website is a C2 panel or 
a phishing website. For this presentation, I have trained the 
CNN model to predict images of Pony and Lokibot botnet 
C2 panels as well as images of Facebook, Dropbox and 
Office365 phishing websites. I will also show a live demo of 
the proposed solution.

DON’T @ ME HUNTING TWITTER BOTS AT SCALE - 
OLABODE ANISE
Tech 1 (718A)  Oct. 3, 2018  2:40 pm - 3:40 pm 
Automated Twitter accounts have been making headlines 
for their ability to spread spam and malware as well as 
significantly influence online discussion and sentiment. In 
this talk, we explore the economy around Twitter bots, as 
well as demonstrate how attendees can track down bots 
through a three-step methodology: building a dataset, 
identifying common attributes of bot accounts, and building 
a classifier to accurately identify bots at scale.

We first demonstrate how to amass a large dataset of 
public Twitter accounts using the Twitter API, gathering 
basic profile information as well as public activity from each 
account. We go on to gather and map the “social graph” of 
each account, such as who the account is following and, 
likewise, who is following the account.

After this dataset has been obtained, we explore how to 
identify bots within it. We show common techniques used by 
real-world bot operators to try and keep the bot “under the 
radar”, which can in many cases be used to help to fingerprint 
the bot. Finally, we demonstrate how we can tackle the bot 
problem at scale using data science to build a classifier that 
accurately identifies bots across our large global dataset.

EXPLOITING HARDWARE WALLET’S SECURE 
ELEMENT - SERGEI VOLOKITIN
Tech 3 (801B)  Oct. 2, 2018  3:55 pm - 4:55 pm  
Hardware wallets, as well as other kinds of secure devices, 
must be designed to stay secure even when they are 

running in a hostile environment, including when they are 
in full control of an attacker. In order to ensure they stay 
secure in such conditions, physical attack resistant hardware 
is required but not sufficient for a secure design. Even most 
secure hardware on the market, such as secure elements, 
still has to trust entirely the software running on top. In 
this research we show how software attacks can be used to 
break in the most protected part of the hardware wallet, the 
Secure Element, and how it can be exploited by the attacker.

The presentation focuses on common issues in the 
implementations of the TEE based designs and the ways to 
exploit the vulnerabilities. A number of vulnerabilities in one 
of the most popular hardware wallets will be presented as 
well as successful attacks exploiting the weaknesses. This 
will include remote partial memory disclosure, private key 
recovery with only physical access and bypass of a dedicated 
feature of the device allowing an attacker to perform a 
supply chain attack.

FAIL PANEL: REVENGE OF THE SIXTH - BEN 
SAPIRO, BRUCE POTTER, DAVE LEWIS, JAMES 
ARLEN, NICK JOHNSTON
 Tech 3 (801B)  Oct. 2, 2018  10:15 am - 11:15 am          
The Fails just keep on failing. We’re back for the 6th 
examination of the wide range of failures that our industry 
is not simply capable of but also EXCELS at. All the blinkie 
lights and all the shiny things that directly provide for day-
to-day Fail.

We know that this is sounding repetitive, but that’s kind 
of the way things go when you’re not innovating or even 
attempting to innovate. This is our chance to make a point 
and see if you can carry it back and execute on the promise. 
It will be irrelevant, irreverent, and completely awesome. 
Bring your Qs and Qs and be ready to participate unwillingly 
as a member of the audience. Also, prizes.

DISCLAIMER: We’ve got jobs, we’d like to keep them. We’ll 
be tame. You won’t be Media while in the room and you 
won’t report out of context on social media. Be cool.

HOMEBREW: DEVELOPING YOUR OWN (THREAT) 
INTEL - CHRIS BREWER, CHRIS WOODS
Tech 1 (718A)  Oct. 2, 2018  1:25 pm - 2:25 pm
We see “threat feeds” discussed online quite often, but what 
are these really and how do we employ them? When these 
“threat feeds” are lists of IP addresses, domains, and file 
hashes, how do we then make use of these within our own 
infrastructure or organization?

It turns out that if you’re a security analyst as part of an 
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SESSIONS

How you (and we as an industry) defend against attackers 
is a product of y(our) experiences. And it’s our diversity of 
human experience that hardens our organizations against 
attackers and makes cybersecurity so interesting.

In this talk I’ll walk through my own journey – from pulling 
cable in Alaska’s coal mines to contracting with the US 
government, starting a conference and wearing the CISO 
hat. Like many people, I’ve seen a lot of shtuff and it’s given 
me a unique perspective. Drawing on my own experiences, 
I’ll highlight how you can translate your own experiences 
into making better cyber risk decisions, and identify blank 
spaces you’ll want to fill in. You’ll even discover how to 

learn something new from mistakes you made years ago 
(just like me). And most importantly, to find and leverage 
others with experiences that make you (and our industry) 
smarter, stronger, and more resilient than any tool, tactic or 
procedure.
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more and more organizations leveraging the advantages 
introduced by serverless computing. But what does 
serverless computing entail when it comes to security? With 
no dedicated server, is the risk higher or lower? Maybe it’s 
just different. Can malware live inside the code?

Following serverless attack ideas discussed by Rich Jones, 
we challenged our research team to implement the first-
ever Remote Code Execution (RCE) attack in serverless 
environments that is both stored and viral. Using Amazon’s 
Lambda as our first test subject, we were able to build a 
PoC where we showed how information extraction and 
exfiltration is done. We also demonstrated how the payload 
persists and can be injected into other non-vulnerable 
functions. We then went ahead and tested to see if the 
same would work on Azure and Google Cloud.

Join us to:
• Learn how we built self-duplicating attacks that can 

survive persistently within the code
• Watch a step by step demonstration of how we 

infiltrated, infected, and exfiltrated data from a platform 
running on a serverless environment

SMART CONTRACT VULNERABILITIES: THE MOST 
INTERESTING TRANSACTIONS ON THE ETHEREUM 
BLOCKCHAIN - J. MAURELIAN, SARAH FRIEND
Tech 2 (801A)  Oct. 3, 2018  1:25 pm - 2:25 pm  
Smart contract security is a brave, new, and sometimes 
terrible field. This presentation will take you through 
a storytelling history of some of the most famous 
vulnerabilities of these first few years (from the Dao hack, 
to the Parity wallet vulnerabilities and including less-well-
known but very interesting events like the DDOS attacks 
from late 2016). We’ll explain the details of how these 
attacks work(ed), some of the idiosyncrasies of Ethereum, 
and through these examples some general principles of 
smart contract security.

Attendees will gain a general understanding of security 
concerns in the emerging Ethereum ecosystem, and the 
history and execution of common attacks. The material is 
aimed at technical listeners with a security background but 
little blockchain-specific experience. We hope to share the 
fun of hacking on an unstoppable global computer with 
actual money as a primitive!

THE CHROME CRUSADER - LILLY CHALUPOWSKI
Tech 3 (801B)  Oct. 3, 2018  10:15 am - 11:15 am  
Crusade into the wild world of malicious browser 
extensions. You will learn how to do keylogging, cookie 
stealing, credential harvesting and building a C&C server 

allowing you to execute arbitrary JavaScript remotely of 
your choosing. We will also be talking about CORS (Cross-
Site Resource Sharing) and some interesting quirks with 
the browser extension environment. If you are a front-end 
developer and you want to dive into malicious code this 
would be the best way to start learning.

THE HUNT IS ON! ADVANCED MEMORY 
FORENSICS MEETS NEXTGEN ACTIONABLE 
THREAT INTELLIGENCE - SOLOMON SONYA
Tech 1 (718A)  Oct. 2, 2018  3:55 pm - 4:55 pm  
Cyber attacks continue to increase in severity and 
sophistication.  A new era of attacks have become more 
ubiquitous and dangerous in nature.  Malware has become 
much better at hiding its presence on the host machine.  
However, one place it cannot hide for long is in the volatile 
memory of the computer system. The purpose of this talk 
is to show exactly how to conduct advanced forensics on 
volatile memory to extract relevant artifacts and indicators 
of compromise and interface with a new Actionable Cyber 
Threat Intelligence Engine I have built and released to the 
community to better hunt and identify new indicators of 
compromise across enterprise networks.

This talk starts straight into memory forensics. We will 
cover techniques to acquire and dump volatile memory 
from the host machines. This includes analysis both on live 
machines, dead systems where we will rebuild the memory 
states during previous system configurations, and virtual 
machines. Then we focus on how to analyze these images 
and carve various artifacts, connections, running states, and 
binaries straight from memory. From here, we cover new 
ways to hunt for malicious indicators of discovered during 
our analysis. I will show how to build new capabilities to 
interface artifacts extracted from our digital forensics into 
frameworks to expand our hunting capabilities. Next, we 
cover a new actionable threat intelligence framework I have 
developed called Excalibur Mark I – Threat Intelligence 
Engine.  A little code and advanced analysis goes a long way 
in uncovering new compromise on victim machines. I will 
show how to develop interfaces from our memory analysis 
and build new Actionable Cyber Threat Intelligence to truly 
enhance the skill level of our cyber security experts.

As attacks continue to advance, the knowledge and skill 
level of our cyber security experts must advance as well. 
This talk includes lots of live-demos and introduces new 
tools I have created to automate host system, network, and 
memory forensics and synchronize with a new actionable 
threat intelligence system I built to discover attacks, 
visualize and build indicators of compromise, and learn how 
to stop these attacks from the future.

internal staff, or a DFIR consultant, whether you know it 
or not, you already have access to an incredibly significant 
source of intelligence. In this presentation, we will discuss 
and demonstrate ways to make use of what you have 
available to you right now to develop a strong foundation of 
threat intelligence.

HOW TO SELECT YOUR FUTURE HARDWARE 
SECURITY MODULE (HSM) - BRUNO COUILLARD
Tech 2 (801A)  Oct. 3, 2018  10:15 am - 11:15 am  Hardware 
Security Modules (HSMs) come in a variety of shapes, forms 
and sizes, and are used for different purposes. They are also 
deployed in a myriad of ways based on your needs. If you 
are thinking about using HSMs, just curious about what is 
out there, or using them today and not sure if you are doing 
so optimally, then this session is for you.

This presentation is aimed at anyone involved with the 
daunting task of selecting the next HSM for securing 
their enterprise applications as they struggle to answer 
questions such as: Can your HSM help secure your 
application while coping with the ever-shrinking perimeter 
of the secure network environment, as well as maintaining 
proper separation of functionality within these shrinking 
confines? How do you ensure that your cryptographic 
solution ages well, especially given the likely existence of 
Quantum Computers in the next 10-15 years? How can you 
accomplish all this while desperately seeking the required 
skilled resources to design, deploy, and operate complex 
security systems?

Join Bruno as he provides an overview of existing HSM 
products in the market place and expands on the capabilities 
that will be required from your next generation HSM to 
cope with the ever increasing needs and complexity of your 
security systems. The intent is to help bring some much-
needed vision of a path towards a next generation HSM to 
address the challenges of tomorrow.

HOW TO SPOT A FAKE: IMPROVE YOUR SECURITY 
OPERATIONS WITH REAL-WORLD AI - STEPHAN 
JOU
Tech 2 (801A)  Oct. 3, 2018  2:40 pm - 3:40 pm  
AI and machine learning are increasingly popular buzzwords 
cybersecurity, but not all AI techniques deliver the same 
value for every use case. Security professionals need to 
understand the different applications of AI and machine 
learning and how they can best be applied to address an 
organization’s specific needs.

The potential of data science, artificial intelligence (AI), and 
analytics to support cybersecurity defense is incredibly 
exciting. But what specific techniques and tools are 

successfully protecting companies against security threats 
in the real world? When properly implemented, data science 
can be a highly effective tool against insider threats, data 
espionage, data destruction, advanced persistent threats 
(APT), and other cyber-attacks. Unfortunately, it’s not 
always apparent or easy how to “properly implement” data 
science. In this presentation, Interset CTO Stephan Jou will 
explore the role and value of data science in cybersecurity, 
discuss how to properly deploy and test mathematical 
models for different use cases, and outline best practices for 
surfacing analytical insights from machine learning.

SECURING ROBOTS AT SCALE - TALHA TARIQ
Tech 1 (718A)  Oct. 3, 2018  10:15 am - 11:15 am  
The International Federation of Robotics estimate that 
2.6 million industrial robots will be installed in factories 
worldwide by 2019. Robots are not only in industrial 
environments, they also exist in homes and around us 
as toys, companions, assistants and serve various roles 
in our daily lives. In this session we will talk about our 
journey to secure our robots at scale. This talk will help a 
range of different audiences, including developers, testers, 
consumers and manufacturers, to understand the threats 
to their products and will guide developers and product 
builders towards building security from the start. We 
will talk about software, applications, operating systems, 
hardware and supply chain security challenges as well as our 
strategy to mitigate threats from the ground up. We will also 
look at some emerging and upcoming threats as they pertain 
to complex sensors and autonomous systems that make 
decisions based on ML / AI algorithms.

SECURITY IS AN ILLUSION: HOW I ROB BANKS - FC 
AKA ‘FREAKYCLOWN’
Tech 2 (801A)  Oct. 2, 2018  2:40 pm - 3:40 pm  
A light-hearted trip through security failures both physical 
and electronic that have enabled me over the years to 
circumvent security of most of the world’s largest banks. 
Through the use of tales from the front line and useful 
illustrative slides, I will attempt to take you through 
the lessons to be learned from an ethical hacker with a 
penchant for breaking into the impossible. Let me take you 
on a rollercoaster ride of epic fails and grandiose plans and 
my Jason Bourne like adventures including Lockpicking, 
Kidnap, Police chases and multi-million-pound bank heists.

SERVERLESS INFECTIONS – MALWARE JUST 
FOUND A NEW HOME - SHIMI ESHKENAZI
Tech 3 (801B)  Oct. 2, 2018  1:25 pm - 2:25 pm  
With Lambda by Amazon, Cloud function by Google, and 
Azure functions by Microsoft, we will definitely be seeing 
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THE NEW PARADIGM OF SECURITY CONTROLS - 
JOHN LAMBERT
Tech 1 (718A)  Oct. 2, 2018  2:40 pm - 3:40 pm  
We are seeing a new approach to security that is rippling 
across network defenders, products, and attackers alike. 
The approach is based on the idea that you can improve 
security on data by harnessing data to improve security. 
This requires transitioning from appliances that shrink data 
volumes to cloud approaches that capture more data than 
ever before. Innovative organizations and security vendors 
are seeking signals across user, device, and application 
activity, and building learning systems to master security 
insights from them. In this talk, John Lambert will discuss 
these trends framed through specific exploit examples, 
highlight new risks that arise and provide insights on 
how attackers are adapting to these data driven systems. 
Attendees will walk away with a better understanding of 
these trends, the privacy implications of these security 
learning systems and how to think about augmenting them 
with additional signals or applications.

TWISTED HAYSTACK: PROTECTING INDUSTRIAL 
SYSTEMS WITH DYNAMIC DECEPTION - LANE 
THAMES
Tech 3 (801B)  Oct. 3, 2018  1:25 pm - 2:25 pm 
Deception techniques for cybersecurity are not new – 
honeypots have been used for many years. However, new 
types of deception techniques are being developed to 
supplement the classic honeypot approach. Deception 
can be used in several ways and for various end results. 
In this presentation, we will cover two main areas related 
to deception-based cybersecurity. Attendees will learn 
about the early types of deception technology along with 
recent advancements in the field. We’ll dive deep into 
deception technologies that are beneficial to industrial 
systems and introduce an open-source deception tool 
called Twisted Haystack that can be used for protecting 
these systems. Nowadays, industrial systems are becoming 
highly interconnected to information technology systems. 
For example, advanced manufacturing environments, 
healthcare environments, power grids, and many other 
critical infrastructure environments are now integrating 
Information Technology (IT) and Operations Technology 
(OT). An interesting benefit of the tool being discussed 
and released for this presentation is its extensibility in 
providing deception techniques for converged IT and OT 
environments. Lastly, the presentation will provide an 
overview of the open-source Twisted Haystack tool chain 
and how it can be deployed for protection services, as 
well as how it can be extended for environment-specific 
protections.

UNBLOCKABLE CHAINS – IS BLOCKCHAIN THE 
ULTIMATE MALICIOUS INFRASTRUCTURE? - OMER 
ZOHAR
Tech 2 (801A)  Oct. 2, 2018  1:25 pm - 2:25 pm  
In this principal research, we investigate the possibilities 
blockchain technologies pose as an infrastructure for 
malicious operations. We will demonstrate a POC of a 
fully functional C&C infrastructure on top of the Ethereum 
network – the second largest public blockchain which also 
acts as a distributed computing platform featuring a smart 
contract functionality.

As Blockchain technologies gain more traction in recent 
years, it brings promise of creating a decentralized, 
distributed and transparent economy which aim to disrupt 
our current centric organizational structures and reduce 
middlemen.

Notoriously, crypto coins have been the currency of choice 
on the dark web for conducting illegal transactions. But 
what about the underlying technology, the Blockchain? 
Could a distributed, public, popular, global ledger be [ab]
used as the infrastructure for the ultimate command and 
control mechanism?

Managing a botnet is a problem in distributed computing. 
Once infected, a host must be able to discover, reach and 
maintain communication with its operator over long periods. 
Over the years much effort has been made to perfect these 
capabilities to avoiding detection, maintain anonymity 
and resist take downs. From plain old HTTP requests, 
through DIY TCP protocols and encryption, up to fancy P2P 
networks, DGAs, Fast Flux and cloud service use. While 
all these techniques have varying degree of resilience and 
covertness, all are vulnerable to take down once network 
topology has been determined. Can blockchain turn this 
around?

In this talk, which will include many code examples and a 
live demo, we will discuss:
• How can the blockchain solves the ‘first contact’ 

problem?
• How to cope with the fact that all data, code and 

transactions are publicly visible on the blockchain?
• What is the footprint of running a blockchain node on 

the client and how to minimize resources?

WHY MEMORY ATTACKS ARE ON THE RISE AND 
HOW TO STOP THEM - JOSH FU
Tech 1 (718A)  Oct. 3, 2018  1:25 pm - 2:25 pm  
Memory-based, fileless, or living-off-the-land attacks were 
one of the most prevalent types of attacks in 2017 and are 
only growing. But how do they happen and why are they 
on the rise? The short answer is that they work because 

they are less detectable by traditional and many next gen 
antivirus solutions. For example, Word documents are often 
used because the file itself is not considered malware. This 
talk will teach you the real-world examples of this type 
of attack, examples of how they occur, why bad guys love 
them, and how you can detect and stop these attacks using 
only tools and processes readily available to you today.

MANAGEMENT
Management sessions are restricted to full conference 
pass holders only.

ASHLEY MADISON: CYBERSECURITY IN A WORLD 
OF DISCRETION - MATTHEW MAGLIERI
Management (718B)  Oct. 2, 2018  3:55 pm - 4:55 pm  
What does a targeted attack really look like? How can you 
effectively defend your organization? What does it take to 
recover from a headline-grabbing breach and rebuild trust 
with your customers?

Join Matthew Maglieri, CISO of Ashley Madison’s parent 
company Ruby Life Inc. and ex-Mandiant consultant, as 
he presents this unique look at what is really required to 
defend against an advanced targeted attack and prevent the 
scenario that keeps us all up at night. He will discuss:
• Anatomy of a targeted attack
• How to recover from a high-profile breach
• “Offensive-driven” risk management and how to best 

ensure breach resilience

HOW IDENTITY MANAGEMENT IS 
TRANSFORMING MODERN BUSINESS - SARAH 
SQUIRE
Management (718B)  Oct. 2, 2018  2:40 pm - 3:40 pm  
Identity innovations like zero-trust networks, zero login, 
and one identity initiatives are transforming today’s most 
successful organizations from within. Trust boundaries 
are changing. Find out the technical details behind 
these innovations and take home a game plan to start 
transforming your organization today, this week, and in the 
long run.

INTEGRATING PRIVACY ENGINEERING INTO YOUR 
SECURITY PRACTICES - JOHN WUNDERLICH
Management (718B)  Oct. 2, 2018  1:25 pm - 2:25 pm  
Privacy Engineering is an emerging discipline and this 
presentation will talk about privacy engineering in the 
context of emerging standards and best practices for 
consent, consent management, and permissioned data.

The Kantara Initiative released a standard for User Managed 
Access (based on OATH 2), Consent Receipts, and has a 
working group on Consent Management practices. The 
IEEE is developing a standard for “Data Privacy Protection”. 
NIST is working on privacy engineering. ISO is working on 
multiple new privacy standards. Security professionals are 
about to be deluged in new standards in the context of 
new privacy expectations. This presentation will provide an 
overview and show how these standards and practices can 
be integrated into existing Information Security practices to 
enhance data protection for organizations and their users.

ISO 27001 & THE GDPR - ANDREW CLEARWATER
Management (718B)  Oct. 3, 2018  1:25 pm - 2:25 pm  
ISO 27001 & The GDPR: A Research-Based Approach to 
Identifying Overlap and Streamlining Efforts

Together, security and privacy teams share a common 
goal: Protect the organization from reputational damage, 
lawsuits, and regulatory trouble. ISO 27001 focuses on the 
assessment of risks and protection of the organization while 
GDPR aims to assess and protect the rights and freedoms 
of individuals. With a joint goal in mind, it is crucial that 
security and privacy teams work together to develop 
common language that produces greater productivity 
and takes advantage of collective efforts. In this session, 
OneTrust will present findings from research conducted in 
cooperation with the International Association of Privacy 
Professionals (IAPP), sharing how ISO 27001 and the GDPR 
overlap, as well as how security and privacy teams can work 
together to become more effective.

TURNING YOUR CYBERSECURITY TODDLERS INTO 
WARRIORS! - SHIRA SHAMBAN
Management (718B)  Oct. 2, 2018  10:15 am - 11:15 am
Simple lessons to teach you how you can fill the knowledge 
gap within your staff…today!

Few industries are expanding faster or evolving more rapidly 
than IT security. There is no shortage of bad actors trying 
to outsmart you and get to your data. The bad guys are 
relentless in their never-ending pursuit to find a better, more 
successful attack method, tool or vector. Not only is their 
persistence never waning, the level of complexity behind 
today’s attacks and the scale of their infrastructures is 
remarkable. Unfortunately, malicious and nefarious activity 
and behavior is not abating.

Given the unrelenting adversaries we face, today’s security 
professionals are challenged to stay ahead of the curve, and 
it’s not easy. In addition to addressing the existing ‘classic’ 
and well known (yet not-so-well remediated) attack vectors, 
we must also keep up with all the new/evolving threats in 
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the cyber domain – a daunting challenge.
Enterprise IT organizations have invested heavily in multiple 
layers of on-premise security equipment and solutions, 
employee education campaigns and increased security 
headcount. Even with all this investment, the security team 
is experiencing “alert fatigue” and finding it difficult to 
keep pace and to handle the constant pressure of endless 
potential threats, compromises or attacks. Frequently, 
they end up making mistakes and subsequently lose their 
motivation. To break this seemingly endless, downward 
spiral resulting in an increased turnover and lower overall 
job satisfaction, IT organizations must implement updated 
strategies and methodologies.

This session will include insights and lessons learned from 
13 years as an officer in the elite intelligence unit 8200 of 
the Israel Defense Force. I will share solutions I learned from 
the hands-on experience in cybersecurity and intelligence 
operations including CD/CR – Continuous Detection / 
Continuous Remediation.

I will first review the most common mistakes in SecOps and 
outline what you need to know to maintain visibility into 
your entire environment including:
• How to create a variety of logs
• How to handle different and large volumes of logs
• What should a user-friendly interface provide
• Contextualize the data and make it actionable
• How to make the most out of your logs: baselines, 

algorithms, Machine Learning…
 
I will then outline the essential remaining elements/
requirements:
• How to create auto-remediation
• How to find the relevant remediation
• How to implement auto-remediation in your workflow
• Should you trust this solution
• Does it scale

 
Okay, so I may not really be able to turn your toddlers into 
cyber warriors in one session. But what I can do is arm them 
with the lessons learned from more than a decade of front-
line experience in SecOps and intelligence operations – a big 
step in the right direction.

WHO’S WATCHING THE WATCHERS? KEEPING 
YOUR SECURITY PROVIDER HONEST - MARK 
SANGSTER
Management (718B)  Oct. 3, 2018  10:15 am - 11:15 am  
The 2017 M.E. Docs cyber-attack that crippled hundreds of 
companies crafted the blueprints for hijacking a vendor to 
attack clients through their trusted vendors. These attacks 
herald a new generation of supply-chain based attacks that 
pit vendor and client against each other as they struggle 

to navigate co-managed risk mitigation and the resulting 
consumer, regulatory and legal backlash. In 2018, eSentire 
detected and mitigated an exploit that targeted a key 
remote administration tool, relied upon by a multitude of 
managed security service firms. The exploit was used to 
deliver a dangerous payload to their client base. In this talk, 
Mark Sangster will provide frameworks for assessing your 
vendors’ cyber resilience and discuss building a trusted 
supply-chain through co-managed cybersecurity programs, 
open communication and event notification, and proactive 
contractual obligations.

WHY CAN’T WE BUILD SECURE SOFTWARE? - 
TANYA JANCA
Management (718B)  Oct. 3, 2018  2:40 pm - 3:40 pm  
A lot is expected of software developers these days; they 
are expected to be experts in everything despite very little 
training. Throw in the IT security team (often with little-to-no 
knowledge of how to build software) telling developers what 
to do and how to do it, and the situation becomes strained. 
This silo-filled, tension-laced situation, coupled with short 
deadlines and pressure from management, often leads to 
stress, anxiety and less-than-ideal reactions from developers 
and security people alike.

No more laying blame and pointing fingers, it’s time to put 
our egos aside and focus on building high-quality software 
that is secure. The cause and effect of insecurities and 
other behavioral influencers, as well as several detailed and 
specific solutions will be presented that can be implemented 
at your own place of work, immediately. No more ambiguity 
or uncertainty from now on, only crystal-clear expectations.

SECURITY FUNDAMENTALS
SECurity FUNdamental sessions are restricted to full 
conference pass holders only. 

25 TECHNIQUES TO GATHER THREAT INTEL AND 
TRACK ACTORS - SUN HUANG, WAYNE HUANG
Security Fundamentals (714AB)  Oct. 3, 2018  2:40 pm - 3:40 pm 
In recent years, we have delivered many talks detailing threat 
actors, their operations, and their tools. How did we conduct 
such research and gather such intel? In this talk, we share 
25 techniques for gathering threat intel and tracking actors 
(for example: crimeware (undisclosed) vulnerabilities, C&C 
misconfig, and underground marketplaces). We explain our 
use of these techniques using 30 real cases.

We will also uncover an underground marketplace that has 
over 1,400 registered attackers. Products for sale includes 
webshells, ssh passwords, ftp passwords, email lists, and 

crimeware. We show how their purchased crimeware 
contained vulnerabilities that allowed us to track them.

A PEEP INTO THE IRON TRIANGLE: IOT 
PURCHASING IN A ‘ME FIRST’ SOCIETY - TYLER 
REGULY
Security Fundamentals (714AB)  Oct. 2, 2018  1:25 pm - 2:25 pm
With a plethora of IoT devices on the market, and consumer 
devices being used in the enterprise, it becomes ever 
trickier to decide on the right strategy for choosing. Product 
development lives and dies by the phrase ‘Fast, Good, 
Cheap – Pick Two’. Today, as we push the bleeding edge and 
strive for instant improvements on tomorrow’s technology, 
we’ve shifted the project focus. Today, vendors live by a new 
adage, ‘First to Market, Convenience, Security – Pick One’.

Whether we’re talking about operational security or product 
security, foundational controls are critical. This doesn’t 
just mean secure coding and proper configuration in your 
environment, it means building your IoT project plans from 
the ground up with these components baked in. By the end 
of this talk, it won’t matter if you’re in software development 
or IT operations, helpdesk or management, you’ll be able to 
sit down and determine if you’re moving toward or avoiding 
the pitfalls that will ultimately decrease security for your 
consumers and your enterprise.

BUILDING BESPOKE THREAT INTELLIGENCE 
ENRICHMENT PLATFORMS - SEAN TIERNEY
Security Fundamentals (714AB)  Oct. 2, 2018  2:40 pm - 3:40 pm 
The aggregation, normalization, enrichment, and 
contextualization of threat data and intelligence en masse 
necessitates a robust mix of innovation, automation, and 
flexibility. The Threat Analyst Workbench should provide 
mechanisms for extracting data from internal and external 
sources and building catalogues of intelligence. It should 
facilitate the analyst to characterize threats, identify 
outcomes, develop courses of action and thereby create 
actionable intelligence. We will cover a mixture of high level 
and detailed discussion of how we built internal systems 
for performing these tasks. We will provide insight on 
architecture, design, and lessons learned.

MAKE YOUR OWN CLOUD SECURITY 
MONITORING SOLUTION - JOHN VENTURA
Security Fundamentals (714AB)  Oct. 2, 2018  3:55 pm - 4:55 pm          
Established methodologies for monitoring cloud-based 
environments are less than ideal. They come with 
significant downsides, including the ability for attackers and 
mischievous users to avoid detection and bypass security 

controls. I would like to explore how we can use existing 
technologies like log management systems, SIEMs and the 
auditing features that cloud platforms already provide to 
establish an effective monitoring strategy that can enable 
administrators to detect and even respond to misuse or 
severe security events. This talk will focus on Google Cloud 
Platform (GCP) and Amazon Web Services, although we will 
talk about intrusion/misuse detection and prevention more 
generally.

PCI FOR PEN TESTERS, NOW WITH 100% MORE 
CLOUD! - JOE PIERINI
Security Fundamentals (714AB)  Oct. 2, 2018  10:15 am - 11:15 am
The Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard has a 
bad rap with the security community and for good reason. 
We’re doing it wrong. Penetration Testers in particular can 
play a key role in the effectiveness of PCI, but most have 
never read the Standard and even fewer really understand it. 
In this talk we’ll cover how testing should be performed, give 
you the tools to drive the engagement and take this from 
being a checkbox test to the best pen test your client has 
ever had.

PRAGMATIC CLOUD SECURITY: THE FUTURE IS 
NOW - MIKE ROTHMAN
Security Fundamentals (714AB)  Oct. 3, 2018  10:15 am - 11:15 am
Cloud is a new frontier that requires new architectures, 
higher velocity processes and crisper business-level 
metrics—none which are really strengths of security 
programs and practitioners. Given that everything cloud 
is automated and API-enabled, security teams now have 
a big opportunity to build and embed security into the 
cloud technology stack. From continuous guardrails to 
automated workflows and orchestrations that speed up 
complex processes, this advanced session leverages the 
latest software-defined security techniques and shows 
how to migrate to the cloud while improving security and 
operations.

THREAT HUNTING: FROM PLATITUDES TO 
PRACTICAL APPLICATION - NEIL “GRIFTER” WYLER
Security Fundamentals (714AB)  Oct. 3, 2018  1:25 pm - 2:25 pm 
Since its inception, the security industry has been inundated 
with trendy defense techniques, topics, terms, and products 
that once implemented will solve all of our security woes. 
For the last several years one of those terms, threat 
hunting, has become the darling of defenders and vendors 
worldwide. But just what is threat hunting? Is it effective? 
Where do you even begin? This session will answer these 
questions and more when we discuss real life, immediately 
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applicable, threat hunting techniques and methodologies. 
We’ll talk about hunting in network, as well as endpoint 
environments, and even who the right people on your team 
are to be your hunters. And finally, we’ll discuss several 
examples of security failures and data exposure found 
during actual threat hunting engagements on the networks 
of Black Hat and the RSA Conference.

TOOLS
Tools sessions may be attended by both full 
conference pass holders and expo pass holders.

ANGAD: A MALWARE DETECTION FRAMEWORK 
USING MULTI-DIMENSIONAL VISUALIZATION - 
ANKUR TYAGI
Tools (716AB)  Oct. 3, 2018  10:15 am - 11:15 am  
Angad is a framework to automate classification of an 
unlabeled malware dataset using multi-dimensional 
modelling. The input dataset is analyzed to collect various 
attributes which are then arranged in several feature 
vectors. These vectors are individually visualized, indexed 
and then queried for each new input file. Matching vectors 
are labelled as per their AV detection categories for now, 
but this could be changed to a heuristics approach if 
needed. If dynamic behavior or network traffic details are 
available, vectors are also converted into activity graphs 
that depict evolution of activity with a predefined timescale. 
This results in an animation of malware/malware category’s 
behavior traits and is also useful in identifying activity 
overlaps across the input dataset.

Malware detection is a challenging task as the landscape is 
ever-evolving. Every other day, a new variant or a known 
malware family is reported and signature driven tools 
race against time to add detection. The process worsens 
when the rate of incoming samples is in thousands daily, 
making static/dynamic analysis alone of no use. Angad 
tries to address this issue by leveraging well-known data 
classification techniques to the malware domain. It tries 
to provide a known interface to the multi-dimensional 
modelling approach within a standalone package.

Although the demo focuses on PE files primarily, intention 
is to show how multi-dimensional modelling techniques can 
be applied to other file formats (PDFs, OLE, etc) that are 
commonly seen carrying exploits/shellcode.

Attendees will learn how to apply multi-dimensional 
modelling for malware classification and understand how 
to use the framework and its APIs to integrate within their 
own toolset. All material for this talk and demo will be 
released on opensource and hosted on Github.

ELYTRON: NEXT-GENERATION SECURITY FOR 
JAVA SERVERS - FARAH JUMA
Tools (716AB)  Oct. 2, 2018  10:15 am - 11:15 am  
Elytron is a set of Java APIs and SPIs for application server 
security. Although it was developed to unify security 
across the WildFly application server, Elytron is an open-
source, standalone library that can theoretically be 
used in other Java server environments. Within WildFly, 
Elytron has replaced the combination of PicketBox and 
the Java Authentication and Authorization Service (JAAS) 
as the WildFly client and server security mechanism. In 
this session, we’ll first touch on some Java application 
server security history to understand the motivation for 
introducing Elytron. Then, we’ll dive into what Elytron is 
and learn about its core concepts, including authentication 
and authorization. We’ll then go through an example of how 
Elytron can be used to secure an embedded web server.

EXTENDING YOUR INCIDENT RESPONSE 
CAPABILITIES WITH SYSMON - PETER MORIN
Tools (716AB)  Oct. 2, 2018  3:55 pm - 4:55 pm           
This presentation will introduce attendees to the free 
Sysinternals tool, Sysmon. Are you an incident responder? 
SOC analyst? Does your job require you to work with 
Windows event logs? Do you need to reconstruct attacker 
timelines?

• We will look at the Sysmon tool and compare its 
outputs to standard EVT logs

• Look at how Sysmon can be used to understand the 
effects of malware infections – the infection point, 
whether or not it has spread, and the effects on the 
infected system

• Sysmon command line usage, understanding its 
events and configuration options including the use of 
configuration files

• We will look at a number of use cases where Sysmon 
can improve your detection and IR capabilities

HEIMDALL: VULNERABLE HOST DISCOVERY AND 
LIFECYCLE MONITORING TOOLKIT - ANDREA 
BRASCHI
Tools (716AB)  Oct. 2, 2018  1:25 pm - 2:25 pm           
Heimdall assumes that when a new vulnerability is 
disclosed, and an exploit goes public, criminals build 
scanners in order to detect the machines reachable on 
the internet which are affected by the new vulnerability. If 
these machines are found and compromised, they are often 
used by criminals for other activities (C&C panel, redirect 
to cloned sites, cloned sites, etc.). The goal of Heimdall is 
to track and monitor as many machines as possible on the 
internet that are affected by specific vulnerabilities. The

 data gathered by Heimdall is used to create time series 
statistics of the vulnerability’s life cycle and to further track 
the affected machines that could become new sources of 
attacks. Heimdall is integrated with Google’s dork engine 
as well as with the Shodan APIs. Since Hiemdall’s structure 
is modular, it can easily integrate new scanners allowing a 
community to track new threats.

HOW MUCH CYBER INSURANCE DO YOU NEED, 
OR DO YOU NEED IT AT ALL? - JULIEN DUCLOY
Tools (716AB)  Oct. 2, 2018  2:40 pm - 3:40 pm  
Executives and the board face difficult decisions to 
determine whether cyber insurance is worth the spend 
and what limit to buy. Quantifying the financial costs of 
potential cyber incidents provides objective grounding 
for decision-making and reduces reliance on gut feeling, 
fear or intuition. However, cyber risk assessments usually 
don’t quantify the financial cost to the organization. This 
presentation will not only show you the benefits and the 
value of quantifying customized cyber risk scenarios to 
define whether you should buy cyber insurance but will also 
provide you with the tool to achieve this as a DIY process.

KEYSPACE REDUCTION IN MECHANICAL LOCKS - 
SCHUYLER TOWNE
Tech 1 (718A)  Oct. 2, 2018  11:30 am - 12:00 pm  
This quick-moving talk will cover techniques for reducing 
the range of combinations or keys you need to attack to 
successfully open a lock. There will be some math…but 
I’m not particularly good at math so it definitely won’t get 
complicated. We will cover a number of fun topics like 
decoding combination locks, figuring out how likely it is 
that your house key could open another house in your 
neighborhood, and the “one true increment” test of both 
keyed and combination locks.

MALBOXES: MAKE MALWARE ANALYSIS MORE 
ACCESSIBLE - OLIVIER BILODEAU
Tools (716AB)  Oct. 3, 2018  1:25 pm - 2:25 pm           
Malware is everywhere. Every organization has been 
infected by malware to some extent. Yet, most don’t have 
the expertise on staff to know if they are being targeted 
or if they are hit with mass-spreading malware. Knowing 
the difference is vital for a proper response plan. This is 
where Malboxes comes in. It is a tool that builds “ready to 
infect” Windows virtual machines and it has been created 
to make malware analysis more accessible. That said, being 
built on top of Packer, Vagrant and leveraging Chocolatey, 
Malboxes opens a world of possibilities for more mature 
malware analysis teams. Attendees will learn simple tools 
and safe malware analysis principles that are easy to grasp, 

enabling them to start doing malware analysis themselves. 
Seasoned malware researchers will also gain from this talk 
by seeing how the DevOps principles applied by Malboxes 
can simplify and accelerate their labs’ malware reverse-
engineering capacity. As malware is making more effort to 
evade proprietary sandboxes, having a tool like Malboxes, 
which enables you to dynamically evaluate suspicious files 
yourself, is definitely a big plus.

WEAPONS OF A PENTESTER – 2018 EDITION - 
NICK ALEKS
Tools (716AB)  Oct. 3, 2018  2:40 pm - 3:40 pm           
In this session Nick will demonstrate and review a list of 
physical and digital tools used by professional pentesters 
and red teams in the industry.

SPONSORS
Sponsor sessions may be attended by both full 
conference pass holders and expo pass holders.

ACHIEVING SECURE DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION: 
TURNING THE DREAM INTO REALITY - DAVID 
MILLAR-LAROCQUE 
Tech 1 (718A)  Oct. 3, 2018  11:30 am - 12:00 pm  
As we’ve talked with more and more of our clients about 
their digital transformations, it has become clear that 
security is a key facilitator for successful transformation. 
For example, if an organization churns out a series of new 
cloud-hosted mobile applications that permit users to more 
effectively interact with the company, the initiative can 
backfire if the applications are also riddled with security 
vulnerabilities. In plain words, digital transformation needs 
to be completed in a secure manner that reduces enterprise 
risk.

During this session David Millar-LaRocque will host an 
interactive discussion including:
• Why is the security team not at the table for every new 

digital transformation project and how to get invited?
• How much budget should the organization be allocating 

for security in that new digital transformation project?
• What are the biggest barriers to achieving secure digital 

transformation and strategies to overcome them?
• How to help your company overcome the series of new 

challenges that moving to the cloud introduces?
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DEVELOPING AND IMPLEMENTING AN EFFECTIVE 
ENDPOINT SECURITY STRATEGY - KURTIS 
ARMOUR
Tools (716AB)  Oct. 2, 2018  11:30 am - 12:00 pm  
Endpoint security is one of the most important aspects of a 
defence in depth strategy. It is critical to businesses because 
code execution on servers and workstations is one of the 
key ways to obtain an initial foothold within a corporate 
environment. The ability to prevent, detect, and respond 
to incidents within your environment in a short timeframe 
can limit the exposure to your environment. In this session 
attendees will learn about ways to protect against malicious 
code execution within a corporate environment.

ENCRYPTION IS MORE THAN A BUTTON - STEVE 
DAVIS
Theatre (803AB)  Oct. 2, 2018  3:55 pm - 4:25 pm  
There is no one Golden Rule when it comes to email 
encryption. Every enterprise is unique. It’s vital to ensure 
email encryption is tailored for and tightly integrated to your 
Cybersecurity strategy.

Join Echoworx Director of Products, Steve Davis, to 
understand:
• Key components of an email encryption strategy.
• Benefits of leveraging encryption in the cloud.
• How to answer yes to the question “Is our email 

secure”?

EVERYTHING OR NOTHING: ACTIVE DEFENSE IN 
THE CORPORATE WORLD? - AAMIR LAKHANI
Tech 3 (801B)  Oct. 3, 2018  11:30 am - 12:00 pm  
How can a good offense be a great defense? The concept 
of Hack-Back is extremely controversial and at first glance 
seems unsuited to the corporate world. However, in this 
session we will look at strategies and technologies you can 
use to actively defend your organization. Learn how create 
an active defense by using the attacker’s own techniques 
to make them think twice about compromising your 
environment.

FROM PROFIT TO DESTRUCTION: ANALYZING 
TODAY’S THREAT LANDSCAPE - EARL CARTER
Security Fundamentals (714AB)  Oct. 2, 2018  11:30 am - 12:00 pm 
The security threat landscape is constantly in flux as 
attackers evolve their skills and tactics. Cisco’s Talos team 
specializes in early-warning intelligence and threat analysis 
necessary to help secure networks in today’s volatile threat 
landscape. In this talk, Earl will analyze how the threat 
landscape has evolved over the last year or so by looking at 
some major threats that Talos has examined. Many people 

view the threat landscape simply as phishing, malvertising 
and software vulnerabilities. The threat landscape, however, 
has become much more complex. Now threats include 
new attack vectors such as DSN messenger solely utilizing 
DNS traffic for command and control activity, destructive 
malware such as the Nyetya supply chain attack that 
targeted 80% of the companies in the Ukraine as well as 
an evolution of self-propagating malware which began 
with the Wannacry attack and has continued to evolve 
with various other attacks such as Nyetya, BadRabbit & 
Olympic Destroyer. We are also starting to see more attacks 
target the IoT space with attacks such as VPNFilter. Only by 
understanding these various attacks and the vectors that 
they use can companies begin to protect their networks 
against these threats.

INTERNET OF THINGS: IS WINTER COMING? - 
ROBERT FALZON
Tech 2 (801A)  Oct. 2, 2018  11:30 am - 12:00 pm  
The concept of the Internet of Things (IoT) truly 
represents a radical shift in how companies will operate, 
governments will govern, and individuals will live their lives. 
Microcomputetechnologies and autonomous systems will 
permeate our day-to-day activities. They will introduce 
opportunities for simplification, optimization and accuracy, 
and they will threaten to distribute cyber threats into 
the deepest levels of our shared experience. This session 
will provide a view into what an IoT future will look like, a 
summary of the cyber risks that such a future could see and 
present practical security considerations that enterprises 
can consider when planning their moves towards wide-
spread IoT implementation.

MINORITY REPORT: A PREDICTIVE “PRE-CRIME” 
APPROACH REQUIRES A HUMAN FOCUS - 
CHARLES KEANE
Management (718B)  Oct. 3, 2018  11:30 am - 12:00 pm
In Philip K. Dick’s 1956 “The Minority Report,” murder 
ceased to occur due to the work of the “Pre-Crime Division,” 
which anticipated and prevented violent killings before they 
happened. Today, we are only beginning to see the impact 
of predictive analytics upon cybersecurity—especially for 
insider threat detection and prevention. Based on user 
interaction with data, CISOs and their teams emerge as 
the IT equivalent of a pre-crime division, empowered to 
intervene before a violation is ever committed. We will 
examine the technologies which make predictive analytics 
valuable, along with ethically minded guidance to strike the 
balance between vigilance and privacy.

BEHAVIOR ANALYTICS AND MODEL DRIVEN 
SECURITY - LESLIE K. LAMBERT
Theatre (803AB)  Oct. 3, 2018  2:40 pm - 3:10 pm  
Imagine using a risk score to determine whether to grant a 
user access to an application, a system, a device. Wouldn’t 
it be a huge time-saver if you could auto-approve low risk 
access requests instead of manually granting such requests? 
On the flip side, wouldn’t it be great to automatically ensure 
that privileged access requests require multiple approvals?

With Behavior Analytics and Model Driven Security, our 
customers are changing their provisioning workflows to use 
automation instead of manually provisioning access. They 
are eliminating the typical approval process that most other 
organizations need to go through.
Model driven security relies on math and analytics to 
change controls on demand, as opposed to having people 
that are hands on a keyboard - changing something after the 
fact. It doesn’t give you the ability to really keep up with an 
attack.

Machine learning-based behavior analytics extracts context 
from big data, rather than relying on simple rule and 
policy-based security controls. This allows for continuous 
monitoring of user behavior during a session to dynamically 
assess and adapt risk scores to enable real-time responses 
to anomalies.

Attend this session to learn more about how model driven 
security can help your environment and its application in 
real-world scenarios.

BREACH READINESS, MANDATORY REPORTING 
AND YOU! - DANNY PEHAR
Tech 3 (801B)  Oct. 2, 2018  11:30 am - 12:00 pm  
For a long time now, it has been widely known that a 
proactive cybersecurity plan is not good enough, you must 
have a reactive plan as well. It is not good enough to simply 
mitigate a cyber breach, you need to be ready to react 
to one as well. However, in the very near future breach 
readiness in Canada will take on a whole new meaning. 
New regulations regarding mandatory reporting of privacy 
breaches under Canada’s federal data protection law, the 
Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents 
Act (PIPEDA) will come into force on November 1, 2018. 
This session will help the audience understand how to 
mitigate the effects of a breach, reduce the turnaround time 
and how to do so after the new regulations are in force.

CASE STUDIES IN DEFENDING YOUR DIGITAL 
ENTERPRISE - MATT BRODA
Theatre (803AB)  Oct. 2, 2018  1:25 pm - 1:55 pm  
As more and more organizations undertake digital 
transformation they become increasingly dependent on 
their online presence. This exposes their business to cyber-
attacks that target the growing number of vulnerabilities 
in web services software stacks, which require the 
organizations to evolve their current cyber defense 
approach and stretch their resources. Navigating digital 
transformation securely can feel overwhelming for some 
organizations. In this talk, we will present several real-world 
case studies showing how things can go wrong and examine 
strategies for undertaking this journey securely.

CROWD SOURCED SECURITY – APPLYING THE 
WISDOM OF THE CROWD TO CYBER DEFENCES - 
JOHN “LEX” ROBINSON
Theatre (803AB)  Oct. 3, 2018  11:30 am - 12:00 pm  
Taking advantage of user provided intelligence improves 
your organization’s ability to recognize, report and respond 
to active phishing threats and keeps you ‘Left of Breach’ on 
the cyber kill chain. Through development of anti-phishing 
program best practices, the use of active threat intelligence 
and trend analysis, this presentation will show you how to 
improve your company’s security capabilities by augmenting 
your technical defences with your most powerful resource – 
your end users.

Attendees will walk away with the insight, knowledge 
and tools required to effectively design and implement an 
Anti-Phishing Program that takes advantage of their human 
resources in support of organizational cyber-security and 
effectively reduce the risk of breach.

CYBERSECURITY EVOLUTION/COST REDUCTION 
PARADOX - AJAY SOOD
Theatre (803AB)  Oct. 2, 2018  11:30 am - 12:00 pm  
The shift from legacy data collection and storage models to 
cloud has resulted in new paradigms in data management. 
Add to this more sophisticated and motivated adversaries, 
along with innovation in the manner in which they attack, 
and it yields a perfect storm of a complex attack surface, 
combined with multi-phased and multi-vector attacks. 
Today’s organizations are more outgunned than ever, and 
yet IT and security budgets are being reigned in, as cost 
reduction mandates continue to dominate the boardroom.

Join Symantec’s Ajay K. Sood for an interactive discussion 
on the Evolution/Cost Reduction paradox, and some 
practical strategies on navigating this environment.
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ON THE EVE OF QUANTUM COMPUTING: THE 
DEFINITIVE NEED FOR CRYPTO AGILITY - CHRIS 
HICKMAN
Theatre (803AB)  Oct. 2, 2018  2:40 pm - 3:10 pm  
On the eve of quantum computing, the definitive need 
for crypto-agility is greater than ever. The ability to locate, 
manage, and securely update digital certificates on a 
network or on a device seems like a simple task, yet with 
the advent of new Enterprise use cases and flourishing 
IoT device introductions, management at massive scale 
becomes a challenge. Facing mounting pressures, IT 
security personnel and product managers are tasked with 
implementing solutions fit for today’s environment plus 
tomorrow’s post-quantum world. Join renowned Public Key 
Infrastructure (PKI) expert and Certified Security Solutions 
(CSS) VP of Managed Services, Chris Hickman, as he outlines 
the defense against quantum computing, crypto-agility:
• Demystifying quantum computing: cryptographic 

kryptonite
• Challenges with digital certificate/device management 

at scale
• Futureproof, quantum-safe digital identity solutions for 

today’s Enterprise & IoT

ORCHESTRATE. AUTOMATE. ACCELERATE. 
- JADON MONTERO
Security Fundamentals (714AB)  Oct. 3, 2018  11:30 am - 12:00 pm 
As today’s digitally connected ecosystem continues to 
evolve, adapt and innovate, there has been a consistent, 
underlying theme across the landscape – teams are 
struggling to balance their increasing workloads with 
the limited resources at their disposal. As a result, it is 
becoming more difficult for Security, IT and DevOps teams 
to accomplish their goals, collaborate, and be successful. 
As an industry, it’s time we invest in technologies and 
methodologies that will enhance our tools, processes and 
people.

This presentation will discuss the ways in which IT, 
Security, and DevOps teams can leverage orchestration and 
automation to streamline efforts, accelerate efficiency, and 
gain deeper visibility into what each team is doing.

REINVENTING PC & PRINTER SECURITY - KURT 
LYSY
Tools (716AB)  Oct. 3, 2018  11:30 am - 12:00 pm  
It’s no longer a matter of “if”, but “when”. As the world 
becomes more mobile and connected, cyberattacks 
continue to rapidly grow in frequency and sophistication, 
placing your company’s data and personal information at 
risk. Are you protected? While organizations are aware of 
the growing threat, most are overly focused on security 
software and data center protection while neglecting 

securing client and endpoint devices such as PCs and 
printers. This presentation looks at PC and printer security 
holistically, a multi-layered “defense-in-depth” approach 
rooted in the hardware, a security model that’s built-in, not 
bolted on. This approach to PC and printer security, to be 
presented in depth in this session, is unparalleled in the 
industry – and this is only the beginning.

SECURITY POWERED BY BIG DATA - DAVID SOTO
Management (718B)  Oct. 2, 2018  11:30 am - 12:00 pm
As the extraction of value from data becomes more critical 
to a company’s success, organizations are trying to stay 
ahead of the data deluge. Unfortunately, data technologies 
often have security bolted on, not baked into the DNA, 
leaving far too many doors open to compromise. This 
session will cover the challenges of big data and how your 
organization can overcome them to empower your security 
posture, while simultaneously building a secure data lake for 
faster time to value. Attendees will also learn:
• Common use cases of big data and successful 

applications within different organizations
• How to leverage the cloud to build an effective big data 

platform, as well as other tips
• Reference architecture of a big data platform

STANDING UP TO CRYPTOJACKING – BEST 
PRACTICES FOR FIGHTING BACK - MATTHEW 
HICKEY
Theatre (803AB)  Oct. 3, 2018  1:25 pm - 1:55 pm  
Cryptojacking has recently erupted onto the cybercrime 
scene, thanks to the surge in value in 2017 of 
cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin, Monero, and Ethereum. 
Crooks are aggressively targeting laptops, desktops, 
servers, and even mobile devices. From a single device 
to entire networks, they infect as many devices as they 
can to mine for cryptocurrency on, or while using, other 
people’s computers. Simply put, you do the work, pay 
for the electricity and hardware, and they pocket the 
rewards. This session is an overview on how to fight back! 
We’ll explore the differences between legitimate mining 
and cryptojacking, how cryptojacking works, the costs of 
cryptojacking to today’s organizations and practical steps 
you can take to avoid being a victim of cryptojacking.

STREAMLINING COMPLIANCE PROGRAMS FOR 
OPERATIONAL SECURITY - MARK HOLUB
Tech 2 (801A)  Oct. 3, 2018  11:30 am - 12:00 pm  
Enterprises today face pressure to improve security posture 
while also satisfying growing compliance requirements. 
These organizations are looking for ways to both unify 
their controls to measure and achieve multiple compliance 
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requirements, and ways to assess them on a continuous 
basis for effective reporting and risk-based decisions. Mark 
will offer insights on how companies can focus their efforts, 
as well as tools and strategies, to unify and automate control 
assessments. Using real-world examples and forward-
looking principles, Mark will equip IT and audit departments 
to stay in touch with their security posture.

THE HUMAN FIREWALL IS ON FIRE – WHAT DO 
YOU DO WHEN THE SMOKE CLEARS? - MOUNIL 
PATEL
Theatre (803AB)  Oct. 2, 2018  10:15 am - 10:45 am  
Many enterprises are focused on prevention and are too 
busy with day-to-day firefights to look beyond the flames 
and think about how to recover. Beyond preventing attacks, 
organizations need to focus on detection and response. 
It’s no longer a matter of if you’re going to be attacked, but 
when. Join this session to:
• Learn the cutting-edge tactics of these digital thieves
• Identify and combat these attacks
• Learn how to recover, should an attack break through 

your defenses

THE REAL DEAL ABOUT AI - JOSH FU
Theatre (803AB)  Oct. 3, 2018  10:15 am - 10:45 am  
Artificial Intelligence(AI) is impacting our world in previously 
unimaginable ways. But how does it really work? If you are 
looking for the real deal about this industry buzzword, this is 
the talk for you. We will cover the history of this incredibly 
innovative technology, what it is and what it is not, the steps 
required to produce a solution, the subfields that make up 
AI, how various industries are using it, and at the end of 
the presentation provide the reference list for you to dive 
deeper into this next generation field and get started for 
yourself.

Developing your Career in IT Security Panel (2018)
and Career Fair
Keynote Hall Oct. 2, 2018 2:55 pm - 5:00 pm

Whether you are looking for industry insight, your first job, 
changing careers or professional development, this year’s 
Developing Your Career in IT Security panel and networking 
session in the Keynote Hall on Tuesday, October 2 from 
2:55pm is for you.

Join our panelists as they answer your questions and debate 
how different segments of the industry are viewing the type 
of talent they want to gain, train and retain.

Panelists:
Brian Bourne – Co-Founder of SecTor, will moderate the 
panel discussion

Dave Millier – CEO at Uzado, will discuss careers in 
consulting and service providers.

Maxwell Shuftan – CyberTalent Program Director, 
SANS Institute, will provide a perspective on continuing 
professional education and certifications.

Laura Payne – Director, Information Security at BMO, will 
provide the perspective of careers in large enterprise.

Stephan Jou – Chief Technology Officer at Interset, will 
provide the perspective of working in research and product 
development.

Donald Messier – Director General of Infrastructure 
Security, Cyber and IT Security Operations, Shared Services 
Canada, will provide a perspective of working in public 
sector.

Following the panel and Q&A will be a Career Fair featuring 
recruiters from Cylance, Echoworx, eSentire, Fortinet, 
OPTIV, SANS, Scalar Decision, Shared Services Canada, 
Simeio Solutions, Symantec, Synack, Telus, Uzado & York 
University - so come prepared to speak with companies 
hiring today!

2:55 pm to 3:00 pm: Introduction 

3:00 pm to 4:00 pm: Career Panel - Developing Your 
Career in IT Security (2018)

4:00 pm to 5:00 pm: Career Networking
Numerous community members, industry luminaries and 
vendors will be on hand to answer your questions and 
provide advice on building your IT career. CAREER DEVELOPMENT
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pundit, his message is simple: secure and private systems 
are a requirements in today’s world, not a luxury.

You can find Mark online @marknca and https://markn.ca.

SCOTT JONES
Head, Canadian Centre for Cyber Security, CSE
Scott Jones was appointed to the position Head, Canadian 
Centre for Cyber Security (Cyber Centre), effective 12 June 
2018. The Cyber Centre will be a single unified source of 
expert advice, guidance, services and support on cyber 
security for government, critical infrastructure owners and 
operations, the private sector and the Canadian public.

Scott began his career at CSE in 1999 and has held various 
positions including Assistant Deputy Minister of IT Security, 
acting Assistant Deputy Minister of Corporate Services and 
Chief Financial Officer, Director General of Cyber Defence 
and a variety of positions of increasing responsibility across 
CSE, primarily in the Signals Intelligence and IT Security 
Domains. He previously worked at the Privy Council Office 
as a National Security Policy Advisor in the Security & 
Intelligence Secretariat.

Scott holds a Bachelor of Applied Science in Electronic 
Systems Engineering, a Bachelor of Science in Computer 
Science, and a Master of Business Administration.

Please see the CSE backgrounder for more information on 
the Cyber Centre.

AAMIR LAKHANI
Aamir Lakhani is a leading security strategist responsible 
for providing IT security solutions to major enterprises and 
government organizations.

Mr. Lakhani creates technical security strategies and 
leads security implementation projects for Fortune 
500 companies. Industries of focus include healthcare 
providers, educational institutions, financial institutions and 
government organizations. Aamir has designed offensive 
counter-defense measures for the US Department of 
Defense and national intelligence agencies. He has also 
assisted organizations with safeguarding IT and physical 
environments from attacks perpetrated by underground 
cybercriminal groups.

Writing under the pseudonym Dr. Chaos, Mr. Lakhani also 
operates the popular security blog DrChaos.com. In a list of 
46 Federal Technology Experts to Follow on Twitter, Forbes 
magazine described Aamir Lakhani as “a blogger, InfoSec 
specialist, super hero…and all around good guy.”

AKBAR QURESHI
Akbar Qureshi has over 15 years of information security 
experience with a background in ICS/SCADA security, 
Threat Intelligence, Cyber Network Defense and Exploit 
Research. He has turned in security flaws to various bug 
bounty programs as well to private organizations. His 
current research focuses on innovative ways of using 
artificial intelligence and data mining technologies to 
proactively hunt down cyber threats. He also has extensive 
experience in cyber offense and defense attack vectors.

ANDREW CLEARWATER
Andrew Clearwater serves as Director of Privacy at 
OneTrust, the global leader in privacy management and 
marketing compliance software. Clearwater is a Certified 
Information Privacy Professional (CIPP/US), holds an LLM 
in Global Law and Technology and is a licensed attorney. In 
his role as Director of Privacy, Clearwater provides counsel, 
leadership, and guidance on data protection. Clearwater 
is also responsible for providing public policy analysis in 
the areas of privacy, data security, information policy, and 
technology transactions.

Before joining OneTrust, Clearwater was the Privacy Officer 
for RxAnte, the leading platform for improving medication 
use and drug therapy outcomes through predictive analysis 
and targeted clinical programs. Clearwater also held privacy 
roles at the Future of Privacy Forum, a leading privacy 
think tank as well as the Network Advertising Initiative, a 
non-profit organization that is the leading self-regulatory 
association dedicated to responsible data collection and 
its use for digital advertising. In addition, Clearwater made 
contributions to the NTIA mobile application transparency 
discussion, helped launch a privacy seal program for 
companies that use consumer energy data, participated 
as a member of the W3C Tracking Protection Working 
Group, and taught as an adjunct professor of privacy and 
technology law at the University of Maine.

ANKUR TYAGI
Ankur Tyagi is a Sr. Malware Research Engineer at Qualys 
Inc., where he analyzes malicious code and applies 
statistical modelling to identify suspicious patterns and 
evolving trends. His research interests include developing 
algorithms and analysis tools that apply stochastic and 
machine learning models for classifying large collections of 
uncategorized samples. He has completed MS in Software 
Systems with focus on Applied Security from BITS-Pilani. 
Contact him at 7h3rAm@gmail.com.

BRUCE POTTER
CISO, Expel
Bruce Potter is Expel’s (expel.io) chief information security 
officer (CISO). He’s responsible for cyber risk management 
and ensuring the secure operations of Expel’s services. 
He also remains perpetually frustrated that employees 
pronounce CISO not-the-way-he-wants.

Previously, Bruce co-founded Ponte Technologies, a 
cybersecurity research and engineering company that 
worked with organizations ranging from hedge funds to 
intelligence agencies. Bruce sold Ponte Technologies to the 
KeyW Corporation where he served as CTO for two years.

In another life, Bruce founded the Shmoo Group and helps 
run the yearly hacker conference, ShmooCon (shmoocon.
org), in Washington, DC. Bruce has co-authored several 
books and written numerous articles on security (or the lack 
thereof). He is a regular speaker at conferences including 
DefCon, Blackhat, and O’Reilly Security as well as private 
events at the United States Military Academy, the Library of 
Congress and other US government agencies. If Bruce is late 
for his talk, he’s likely standing in a nearby body of water 
with his fly rod trying in vain to catch fish.

KEREN ELAZARI
Cyber Security Expert
Keren Elazari is an internationally acclaimed security 
researcher, author and strategic analyst, with years of 
experience in the international cyber security industry. 
Since 2000, Keren has worked with leading Israeli security 
firms, government organizations, Big 4 firms, advised 
Fortune 500 and groundbreaking startup companies, 
helping global organizations navigate complex cyber 
security issues.  Elazari’s independent research work and 
writing about emerging security issues has been featured 
by Scientific American, WIRED, and she is a frequent 
speaker and commentator in international events and in 
the media.  Ms. Elazari holds an MA in Security Studies 
from the prestigious Security & Technology workshop at Tel 
Aviv University – where she is a senior researcher with the 
Balvatnik Interdisciplinary Cyber Research Center , focusing 
on the complex relationships between hackers, industry and 
government. Elazari is also a visiting faculty member with 
Singularity University, a private future-forward think tank.

In 2014, Keren became the first Israeli woman to speak 
at the annual TED conference. Keren’s TED talk has been 
viewed by millions online, translated to 30 languages and 
selected for TED’s list of ‘Most Powerful Ideas in 2014’ and 

Inc.com’s list of ‘Top TED Talks of 2014’. Her collaborative 
book with 8 leading women, Women in Tech, was 
published by Penguin USA in March 2016 and became an 
Amazon bestseller. In 2016, Keren founded Israel’s largest 
security community event, BSidesTLV, part of the global 
SecurityBSides movement. In July 2017, Keren was selected 
by Forbes as one of Israel’s “most influential women” and 
featured on the cover of Forbes Israel.

Ms. Elazari’s Speaking & Research Topics

• The Future of Cyber Security: trends, predictions and 
strategies to build resilience

• Hackers – the immune system of the internet
• Exponential security, automated adversaries and rise of 

AI in Cyber Security
• Hackers Inc.: Learning to think like hackers with 

innovation and creativity
• Women in Tech, Female Hackers, Diversity in Tech/ 

Cyber security
• Hack the human: biohacking & the bleeding edge of 

innovation
• CyberPunk and global Hacktivism

MARK NUNNIKHOVEN
Vice President of Cloud Research, Trend Micro
Cybersecurity is hard. When viewed through a traditional 
lens, security is focused on stopping bad things from 
happening. That’s part of the picture, but only a very narrow 
slice. There is a better way.

Mark Nunnikhoven works to change this view of 
cybersecurity and helps individuals, organizations, and 
communities explore the impact of technology through the 
lens of privacy and security. Helping everyone understand 
that the goal is to ensure that our technology works as 
intended…and only as intended.

As a research and educator, Mark studies risk and how it 
impacts communities in the physical and digital world. He 
applies this work to helping organizations around the world 
use technology to transform their work.

This approach provides an opportunity to help build security 
into the fabric of technologies designed with privacy in 
mind.

Mark is a forensic scientist and security leader who has 
spent more than 20 years helping to defend private and 
public systems from cybercriminals, hackers, and nation 
states. A sought after speaker, writer, and technology 
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TIME Keynote Hall Tech 1 (718A) Tech 2 (801A) Tech 3 (801B) Management (718B) Security Fundamentals (714AB) Tools (716AB) SecTor Theatre (803AB)

08:50 - 
09:00           Opening Remarks - BRIAN BOURNE

09:00 - 
10:00           Collaborating for a Secure Canada - SCOTT JONES

10:00 - 
10:15                                                                                                         Break                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Break

10:15 - 
11:15 Session 1

Alexa, what did I do Last 
Summer?

VLADIMIR KATALOV

Deep Learning – Classifying 
Malicious Websites with 

Image Recognition Models
AKBAR QURESHI

Fail Panel: Revenge of the 
Sixth

BEN SAPIRO, BRUCE POTTER, 
DAVE LEWIS, JAMES ARLEN, 

NICK JOHNSTON

Turning Your Cybersecurity 
Toddlers into Warriors!

SHIRA SHAMBAN

PCI for Pen Testers, Now with 
100% More Cloud!

JOE PIERINI

Elytron: Next-Generation 
Security for Java Servers

FARAH JUMA

The Human Firewall is on Fire 
– What Do You Do When the 

Smoke Clears?
MOUNIL PATEL

11:15 - 
11:30                                                                                                         Break                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Break

11:30 - 
12:00 Session 2

Keyspace Reduction in 
Mechanical Locks

SCHUYLER TOWNE

Internet of Things: Is Winter 
Coming?

ROBERT FALZON

Breach Readiness, Mandatory 
Reporting and You!

DANNY PEHAR

Security Powered by Big Data
DAVID SOTO

From Profit to Destruction: 
Analyzing Today’s Threat 

Landscape
EARL CARTER

Developing and Implementing 
an Effective Endpoint Security 

Strategy
KURTIS ARMOUR

Cybersecurity Evolution/Cost 
Reduction Paradox

AJAY SOOD

12:00 - 
13:10           The Future of Cyber Security – From a Friendly Hacker’s Perspective - KEREN ELAZARI

13:10 - 
13:25                                                                                                         Break                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Break

13:25 - 
14:25 Session 3

HomeBrew: Developing Your 
Own (Threat) Intel

CHRIS BREWER, CHRIS 
WOODS

Unblockable Chains – Is 
Blockchain the Ultimate 
Malicious Infrastructure?

OMER ZOHAR

Serverless Infections – 
Malware Just Found a New 

Home
SHIMI ESHKENAZI

Integrating Privacy Engineering 
into Your Security Practices

JOHN WUNDERLICH

A Peep into the Iron Triangle: IoT 
Purchasing in a ‘Me First’ Society

TYLER REGULY

Heimdall: Vulnerable Host 
Discovery and Lifecycle 

Monitoring Toolkit
ANDREA BRASCHI

Case Studies in Defending Your 
Digital Enterprise

MATT BRODA

14:25 - 
14:40                                                                                                         Break                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Break

14:40 - 
15:40

The New Paradigm of 
Security Controls
JOHN LAMBERT

Security is an Illusion: How I 
Rob Banks

FC AKA ‘FREAKYCLOWN’

ATT&CKing the Command 
Line and Hunting for More

EVAN GAUSTAD

How Identity Management is 
Transforming Modern Business

SARAH SQUIRE

Building Bespoke Threat 
Intelligence Enrichment 

Platforms
SEAN TIERNEY

How much Cyber Insurance Do 
You Need, or Do You Need it at 

All?
JULIEN DUCLOY

On the Eve of Quantum 
Computing: The Definitive Need 

for Crypto Agility
CHRIS HICKMAN

15:40 - 
15:55                                                                                                         Break                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Break

15:55 - 
16:55

The Hunt is on! Advanced 
Memory Forensics Meets 

NextGen Actionable Threat 
Intelligence

SOLOMON SONYA

5G: Security Status and 
Opportunities

MARC KNEPPERS

Exploiting Hardware Wallet’s 
Secure Element

SERGEI VOLOKITIN

Ashley Madison: Cybersecurity 
in a World of Discretion

MATTHEW MAGLIERI

Make Your Own Cloud Security 
Monitoring Solution

JOHN VENTURA

Extending Your Incident 
Response Capabilities with 

Sysmon
PETER MORIN

Encryption is More than a 
Button

STEVE DAVIS

16:55 - 
17:30           Walk to Steam Whistle Brewing

17:30 - 
19:30           Networking Reception & Party at Steam Whistle Brewing - See Details on Back Cover

Keynote Hall 
 Panel Session: Developing 
Your Career in IT Security 

(2018)

Keynote Hall
Career Networking

  ** Attention Students **
  Be sure to check out our special career development session from
  2:55 - 5:00pm October 2nd in the Keynote Hall. Full details on page 19.H
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Legend:  Full Conference Pass Holder    Expo Pass Holder   

Legend:  Keynote Hall   Tech   Management    Security  Fundamentals    Tools   Sponsor

TIME Keynote Hall Tech 1 (718A) Tech 2 (801A) Tech 3 (801B) Management (718B) Security Fundamentals (714AB) Tools (716AB) SecTor Theatre (803AB)

08:50 - 
09:00           Opening Remarks - BRIAN BOURNE

09:00 - 
10:00           Are We Setup to Fail? - MARK NUNNIKHOVEN

10:00 - 
10:15                                                                                                         Break                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Break

10:15 - 
11:15 Session 6 Securing Robots at Scale

TALHA TARIQ

How to Select your Future 
Hardware Security Module 

(HSM)
BRUNO COUILLARD

The Chrome Crusader
LILLY CHALUPOWSKI

Who’s Watching the Watchers? 
Keeping your Security 

Provider Honest 
MARK SANGSTER

Pragmatic Cloud Security: The 
Future is Now

MIKE ROTHMAN

Angad: A Malware Detection 
Framework Using Multi-

Dimensional Visualization
ANKUR TYAGI

The Real Deal About AI
JOSH FU

11:15 - 
11:30                                                                                                         Break                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Break

11:30 - 
12:00 Session 7

Achieving Secure Digital 
Transformation: Turning the 

Dream into Reality
DAVID MILLAR-LAROCQUE

Streamlining Compliance 
Programs for Operational 

Security
MARK HOLUB

Everything or Nothing: 
Active Defense in the 

Corporate World?
AAMIR LAKHANI

Minority Report: A Predictive 
“Pre-crime” Approach 

Requires a Human Focus
CHARLES KEANE

Orchestrate. Automate. 
Accelerate.

JADON MONTERO

Reinventing PC & Printer 
Security

KURT LYSY

Crowd Sourced Security – 
Applying the Wisdom of the 

Crowd to Cyber Defences
JOHN “LEX” ROBINSON

12:00 - 
13:10           Translating a Lifetime of Learning into Cyber Risk Management - BRUCE POTTER

13:10 - 
13:25                                                                                                         Break                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Break

13:25 - 
14:25 Session 8

Why Memory Attacks are 
on the Rise and How to 

Stop Them
JOSH FU

Smart Contract 
Vulnerabilities: The Most 

Interesting Transactions on 
the Ethereum Blockchain

J. MAURELIAN, SARAH 
FRIEND

Twisted Haystack: 
Protecting Industrial 

Systems with Dynamic 
Deception

LANE THAMES

ISO 27001 & The GDPR
ANDREW CLEARWATER

Threat Hunting: From 
Platitudes to Practical 

Application
NEIL “GRIFTER” WYLER

Malboxes: Make Malware 
Analysis More Accessible

OLIVIER BILODEAU

Standing Up to Cryptojacking 
– Best Practices for Fighting 

Back
MATTHEW HICKEY

14:25 - 
14:40                                                                                                         Break                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    Break

14:40 - 
15:40 Session 9

Don’t @ Me Hunting Twitter 
Bots at Scale

OLABODE ANISE

How to Spot a Fake: 
Improve Your Security 

Operations with Real-world 
AI

STEPHAN JOU

Conquering Complexity: 
Addressing Security 

Challenges of the 
Connected Vehicle

TED SHORTER

Why Can’t We Build Secure 
Software?

TANYA JANCA

25 Techniques to Gather 
Threat Intel and Track Actors
SUN HUANG, WAYNE HUANG

Weapons of a Pentester – 
2018 Edition
NICK ALEKS

Behavior Analytics and Model 
Driven Security

LESLIE K. LAMBERT

15:40           End of Conference
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Wireless Network Information: 
SSID SecTor2018 / Passphrase: sector2018 

Code of Conduct
We believe our community should be open for everyone. We are dedicated to providing a safe, friendly and 
welcoming environment for all, regardless of gender, ethnicity, religion, disability or sexual orientation. 

We ask our speakers, exhibitors, attendees, media and other participants to help us realize a positive and safe 
conference experience for all. By participating at SecTor 2018, you agree to follow the SecTor Code of Conduct which 
can be viewed at https://sector.ca/code-of-conduct/
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management and strong authentication solutions. During 
his time at CSS, Chris has assisted many Fortune 500 
companies in implementing certificate management 
products and processes to minimize the operational 
overhead required to deploy certificate and smart cards, 
while strengthening their security posture and their ability 
to protect and manage their information technology assets.

CHRIS WOODS
Chris is a cyber security and Nuix Engine subject matter 
expert and a former technical trainer at Nuix. He helped 
develop Nuix’s training curriculum and delivered software 
and conceptual training to customers around the world 
regarding forensic investigations, cyber security, and 
eDiscovery.

Before joining Nuix, Chris worked at the Mid-States 
Organized Crime Information Center and Springfield 
Missouri Police Department where he supported 1700 
federal, state, and local law enforcement agencies by 
performing forensic exams and testifying in court. At 
Highway Master, he helped develop a web host that could 
track mobile assets by utilizing satellites and terrestrial 
based networks to generate a street level map within the 
United States, Canada, and Mexico. Chris was an adjunct 
professor for the U.S. Secret Service at the National 
Computer Forensic Institute where he taught BNIT and 
NITRO. He was also the Director of Digital Forensics for 
Missouri State University’s internship program.

DANNY PEHAR
With more than 15 years of experience in the cyber security 
industry, Danny Pehar has developed multimillion-dollar 
cyber security projects across North America.

Danny is a bestselling author and uses his own Executive 
Security Storytelling formula to successfully educate 
organizations on the fascinating world of cyber security 
and cyber insurance. He’s also built an engaged television 
audience through his regular appearances on the Global 
Morning Show.

Danny has spoken on the topic of cyber security and cyber 
insurance throughout various industries and has worked 
with numerous Fortune 500 companies.

DAVE LEWIS
Dave has over two decades of industry experience. He has 
extensive experience in IT operations and management. 
Currently, Dave is a Global Security Advocate for Akamai 
Technologies . He is the founder of the security site 
Liquidmatrix Security Digest and co-host of the Liquidmatrix 
podcast. Dave writes a column for Forbes and Huffington 
Post.

DAVID MILLAR-LAROCQUE
David Millar-LaRocque has over 20 years of sales and 
marketing experience in the IT industry, successfully 
working with channel partners, IBM’s hardware division, 
and a host of infrastructure services. For the past eight 
years David has held a variety of leadership roles in IBM’s 
Security organization where he has helped IBM to become 
a major Canadian security vendor by focusing on helping 
clients to reduce their risk posture through the combination 
of people, processes and technology. For both personal and 
professional reasons, David has been dedicating time to 
building a program with an external partner here in Canada 
to help solve the massive skills shortage by recruiting and 
training adults on the autism spectrum to become cyber-
crime super-heroes! David is presently CISSP certified and is 
working towards his CCSP accreditation in 2018.

DAVID SOTO
David Soto brings over 20 years of technical and information 
security management experience to his current role as an 
executive director, executive advisory in the Office of the 
CISO at Optiv. Soto utilizes his past and present experiences 
to assist executives in aligning their cyber security roadmaps 
to the business. Using his information security expertise, 
Soto assists organizations in moving from a tactical to 
a strategic approach, tackling issues such as incident 
management, vulnerability management, security operations 
and application security. As a subject matter expert in 
cyber security solutions and information security programs, 
Soto’s broad technical and business process knowledge 
spans multiple disciplines including change management, 
IT service continuity management, capacity management, 
availability management, defense in depth, and policy and 
standard development. Prior to Optiv, Soto architected, 
managed and implemented information security programs 
at Pacific Life and Infonet and served as a consultant at 
SSN. His expertise includes ISO27001, SOX and HIPAA. 
Soto has held many industry certifications including but not 
limited to ITIL, Check Point Certified Security Expert (CCSE), 
Certification in Control Self-Assessment (CCSA), HP-UX, 
Global Information Assurance Certification (GIAC) Certified 
Forensic Analyst (GCFA) and Certified Ethical Hacker (CEH).

EARL CARTER
Earl Carter has always had a passion for solving puzzles and 
understanding how things operate. He quickly learned that 
identifying security weaknesses is just like solving puzzles. 
Almost 20 years ago, he was introduced to network security 
when he accepted a position at the Airforce Information 
Warfare center in San Antonio, Texas. In 1998, Mr Carter 
started working at Cisco and became one of the founding 
members on the Security Technology Assessment Team 
(STAT). After spending 15 years identifying new security 
threats, Mr Carter became a Threat Researcher for Cisco 
Talos. Now he spends his time hunting for new threats 

SPEAKERS CONTINUED
AJAY SOOD
With over 20 years of real-life, in-the-trenches business 
experience in the IT security space, Ajay is a seasoned 
veteran when it comes to introducing disruptive security 
brands to the Canadian market.  He currently serves as the 
Vice-President and General Manager for Symantec Canada 
where he is on a mission to evangelize the importance 
for entities to stay ahead of the curve when it comes to 
architecting and operating their cyber security defenses.  
You can follow him on Twitter at @akssecure.

ANDREA BRASCHI
Andrea Braschi received his B.Sc. in computer engineering 
from the “Università degli studi di Pavia” (2012) and his 
M.Sc. degree in Computer Engineering from the “Politecnico 
di Milano” (2014). From October 2014 to August 
2017 Braschi worked in the R&D department of Reply 
Communication Valley as an IT security consultant where 
he performed different tasks such as: Incident Response 
Capability Assessment, SOC Optimization, development 
of an APT detection system, code review, and malware 
analysis. He has published several monthly threat reports for 
ABI (Italian Banks Associations). Braschi currently works as 
a Security Engineer at Secure Network where he is involved 
in activities such as ethical hacking, penetration tests, 
vulnerability assessment, IT auditing, and management of 
compliance projects. He continues to study malware and 
fraud detection mechanisms for personal projects.

BEN SAPIRO
Ben Sapiro is the Global CISO of Great West LifeCo and has 
worked in both InfoSec consulting and operations since he 
somehow managed to graduate from b-school; he’s even 
done privacy and compliance work to pay the bills. Other 
than that, he’s a typical middle-aged Canadian security 
professional who has worked in several verticals including 
SaaS, natural resources and telecom. Ben is a contributor 
to the Liquidmatrix Podcast (whenever we get around to 
recording it) and used to help with other stuff like BSidesTO 
until he realized he should not test his wife’s supportiveness 
that much. His not so secret hobby is coding random things 
in python, the one true language. His also enjoys tormenting 
vendors that don’t comply with CASL.

BRUNO COUILLARD
With more than 30 years in the security industry, Bruno 
Couillard, P.Eng., brings a wealth of knowledge and expertise 
in the field of technology and cybersecurity.  He served 
10 years as a Telecommunications Officer in the Canadian 
Forces followed with service for the Canadian federal 
government where he worked on multiple high assurance 
security designs and evaluations. He also held senior 
security architect roles with the Canadian Cryptographic 

Modernization Program and the Canadian delegation on 
NATO standardization committees.

Bruno is best known for his leading role in the development 
of the Luna hardware security module (HSM) and as the 
co-founder of Chrysalis-ITS (now owned by Gemalto). Bruno 
contributed in defining the PKCS#11 Standard, the API to 
cryptographic tokens, and has authored patents on security 
of root key transfer; time stamping; time synchronization; 
amongst others, and continues to develop new ones to this 
day. 

With Crypto4A, Bruno is developing the next generation 
HSM to address the impending quantum computing era 
while providing a modern cybersecurity environment for 
applications deployments adapted for cloud and managed 
security service providers. He is recognized as a thought 
leader in the cybersecurity and key management space and 
determined to continue improving the underlying security of 
the digital economy.

CHARLES KEANE
Charles is a 12-year veteran of the information security 
industry, and currently serves as a Security Specialist for 
Forcepoint’s User Entity and Behavior Analytics group. 
Charles is a recognized industry expert on data security 
and has worked extensively on solving complex security 
problems for both the public and private sector. Charles 
is an active participant in the security community, holding 
numerous certifications, including a CISSP, and has spoken 
in front of the UN Cybersecurity Sub-Council and the 
National Retail Federation. Prior to working with Forcepoint, 
Charles was part of Hewlett Packard Enterprise’s Security 
Products division where he managed a global team of sales 
and security architects and was the Chief Architect for 
Symantec’s Vontu DLP Division

CHRIS BREWER
Chris Brewer has more than 16 years’ professional IT 
experience, including five years dedicated to information 
security. He has investigated many data breaches involving 
state-sponsored attacks and zero-day exploits. Chris has 
also worked as a systems administrator for Linux, Unix, and 
Windows systems, and as a security analyst.

CHRIS HICKMAN
Chris Hickman is the Vice President of Managed Services at 
Certified Security Solutions, Inc. (CSS). Chris is responsible 
for developing and assisting in the deployment of 
Authentication and Encryption solutions including, Managed 
Public Key Infrastructures, Smart Cards & Tokens and 
Certificate Management solutions.

Chris has a deep understanding of an organization’s need 
to balance security with a practical approach to certificate 
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James has been involved in information security policy, 
process, procedure, and architecture improvements 
for internationally known manufacturing and financial 
organizations.

James is best described as: “Infosec geek, hacker, social 
activist, author, speaker, and parent.” His areas of interest 
include organizational change, social engineering, blinky 
lights and shiny things. In addition to his work at Salesforce, 
James is a Contributing Analyst at the research firm 
Securosis, a part-time Professor at Mohawk College, 
blogger/podcaster with Liquidmatrix Security Digest, a 
frequent speaker at industry conferences, and is a prolific 
contributor to media and standards, including a lead 
author contribution to the Cloud Security Alliance Security 
Guidance for Critical Areas of Cloud Computing V4. James 
holds the CISSP, CISA, and CRISC security certifications.

JOE PIERINI
Joseph Pierini, Vice President of Technical Services at 
PSC, is responsible for the development and execution 
of the penetration testing programs supporting PCI and 
other privacy laws and regulations. Years of security 
and compliance experience make Joseph an expert 
at understanding issues clients face in achieving and 
maintaining compliance. Having served as the Primary 
Point of Contact for the PCI Security Standards Council’s 
Approved Scanning Vendor for nearly a decade, Joseph 
has developed extensive knowledge in the area of 
weaknesses and vulnerabilities threatening client’s network 
infrastructure and applications. When not leading his 
team, Joseph presents at security conferences promoting 
best practices in penetration testing for merchants, 
service providers and card processors seeking to meet and 
maintain compliance. Joseph is also an active penetration 
tester performing internal, external, wireless and social 
engineering engagements for clients. His field skills range 
from internal and external vulnerability analysis, web 
application testing and exploitation to mobile application 
analysis, antivirus evasion and post-exploitation.

Over the course of his career, Joseph has performed 
penetration tests and application assessments for over half 
of the Internet Retailer Top 500, Fortune 1000 and many of 
America’s top defense contractors. He is also a published 
vulnerability researcher, having discovered vulnerabilities 
in applications ranging from Apache Tomcat, Caucho’s 
Resin Application Server, Search Engines, Web Application 
Firewalls and various Ecommerce Shopping Carts.

JOHN LAMBERT
John Lambert holds the title of Distinguished Engineer 
and is the General Manager of the Microsoft Threat 
Intelligence Center. The Center is responsible for 
detecting and disrupting adversary-based threats aimed 
at Microsoft and its customers. Its mission is to drive 

detective innovations into products and services to raise 
the ability for every defender to deal with adversary-based 
threats through security research, threat intelligence, 
forensics, and data science. Previously at Microsoft, 
Lambert worked in the Trustworthy Computing group for 
ten years and the Windows Security group on features 
related to cryptography and security management. He 
joined Microsoft after three years at IBM as a developer 
in their software group. Lambert holds a bachelor’s degree 
in computer science from Tulane University and is named 
on more than nine software patents and seven pending 
applications.

JOHN “LEX” ROBINSON
John “Lex” Robinson has over 25 years’ experience in 
information technology with a strong focus on strategic 
planning and program delivery. In addition, he has 
consulted and managed product and service delivery 
teams for both small businesses and global Fortune 20 
organizations in fields ranging from Security Awareness and 
Risk Management (Disaster and Business Continuity) to 
Infrastructure Development and Service Delivery Process 
Improvements. At Cofense, Lex interfaces with multiple 
Cofense teams, as well as Clients and is responsible for 
creating and implementing a cohesive strategy and tactics 
for successful implementation of anti-phishing programs. He 
is a frequent speaker on personal responsibility and ethics 
in information security and has published multiple books 
and papers on topics from security awareness to social 
engineering.

JOHN VENTURA
John Ventura is a security researcher currently focusing on 
infrastructure security challenges for Datadog, Inc. He has 
worked across multiple computer security fields, including 
forensics, network penetration testing, and web application 
security for a diverse set of companies.

JOHN WUNDERLICH
John Wunderlich is a privacy expert who has worked and 
consulted about privacy and security for over 15 years 
in multiple jurisdictions. Before launching his consulting 
practice, he designed and implemented security and privacy 
programs and was a senior policy advisor to the Information 
and Privacy Commissioner of Ontario. He has provided 
advice and consulting services to multiple public and private 
sector organizations in Canada, the United States and 
abroad. He serves as Chief Privacy Officer for JLINC Labs, 
a company that has developed protocols and software for 
data governance and accountability that addresses multiple 
privacy standards and regulations.

Wunderlich is a member of the Leadership Council of 
the Kantara Initiative, the global consortium improving 
trustworthy use of identity and personal data through 
innovation, standardization, and good practice. He is 

against live customer networks by examining various 
intelligence feeds and data sources. Among Mr Carter’s 
significant contributions to Cisco are multiple security 
patents and authoring and co-authoring several Cisco Press 
Security Books.

EVAN GAUSTAD
Evan is a threat detection and machine learning specialist 
working for a start-up to deliver next generation 
intelligent enterprise security solutions in detection and 
response automation. He previously worked at the Target 
Corporation, applying machine learning and artificial 
intelligence techniques to detect and stop threat actors. 
Evan also managed the threat detection team at Target’s 
Cyber Fusion Center (CFC), which delivered detection 
capabilities and performed threat hunting in collaboration 
with the incident response team. He has over a decade of 
experience in security working in various roles from system 
security engineering to penetration testing in defense, 
banking, and retail industries. He is in the Georgia Tech 
OMSCS master’s program for machine learning and holds 
an M.S. in Information Security Technology from Carnegie 
Mellon University, an MBA from St. Thomas University, 
and a B.S. in Computer Science from the University of 
Minnesota.

FARAH JUMA
Farah Juma is a Senior Software Engineer at Red Hat 
working on the WildFly project. She has been focusing on 
application server security for the past few years.

FC AKA ‘FREAKYCLOWN’
FC is a well-known ethical hacker and social engineer. He 
has been working in the information security field for over 
20 years and excels at circumventing access controls. He 
has held positions in his career such as Senior Penetration 
Tester as well as Head of Social Engineering and Physical 
Assessments for renowned security companies. Having 
worked as Head of Cyber Research for Raytheon Missile 
Systems, and working closely alongside intelligence 
agencies, he has cemented both his skillset and knowledge 
as well as help to steer governments take correct courses of 
action against national threats.

As an ethical hacker and social engineer, FC ‘breaks into’ 
hundreds of banks, offices and government facilities in the 
UK and Europe. His work demonstrating weaknesses in 
physical, personnel and digital controls assists organisations 
to improve their security. He is motivated by a drive to make 
individuals, organisations and countries more secure and 
better-able to defend themselves from malicious attack.

Now Co-CEO and Head of Ethical Hacking at Cygenta, FC 
continues to perform valuable research into vulnerabilities. 
His client list involves major high-street banks in the UK 
and Europe, FTSE100 companies and multiple government 

agencies and security forces.

Outside of work FC co-founded the Surrey and Hampshire 
Hackspace as well as Defcon 441452 (Gloucester) hacker 
group. He has co-hosted many podcasts, been featured 
in the press and regularly writes articles for journals and 
blogs. FC and his partner Dr. Jessica Barker were recently 
Guest Curators of the 2018 Cheltenham Science Festival. 
FC frequently gives talks at corporate events, security 
conferences, universities and schools around the world. He 
specialises in teaching people of all ages and abilities the art 
of security in an engaging and impactful way. He demystifies 
security with his expertise, humour and passion.

J. MAURELIAN
J. (maurelian_) is a security engineer at ConsenSys Diligence, 
where he works to ensure that Ethereum smart contracts 
are transparent, trustworthy, and reliable. He helped 
build a decentralized name registrar for the Ethereum 
Name Service; authoring the spec and auditing the final 
implementation. He is a regular writer and speaker on smart 
contract security. Prior to joining ConsenSys, Maurelian 
worked at Coinbase.

JADON MONTERO
Jadon is a software engineer turned product manager who 
has spent his entire career in the worlds of cybersecurity 
and startups. He worked as a software developer at a cloud 
security startup before moving on to become founding 
engineer at a New York-based startup enabling home-cooks 
to get their food delivered anywhere in the city. Shortly 
before joining Rapid7, Jadon worked as an integrations 
engineer bringing dozens of security products into the 
ecosystem of a SOAR platform and refining workflows to 
automate use cases such as phishing remediations, incident 
response, and distributed alerting. He now proudly works 
with the vanguard of engineers bringing SOAR into the 
mainstream as the Product Manager at Komand. Jadon 
graduated from Yale University with a BS in Computer 
Science, where he specialized in cryptography, parsing the 
effectiveness of cyber hygiene metaphors, and developing a 
novel defense against cold boot attacks.

JAMES ARLEN
James Arlen is a member of Salesforce’s security team 
focused on Public Cloud computing at one of the world’s 
largest SaaS/PaaS providers. Over the past twenty plus 
years, James has been delivering information security 
solutions to Fortune 500, TSE 100, and major public-sector 
organizations. In both consultant and staff member roles, 
James led business and technical teams of professionals 
in short-term projects as well as multi-year organizational 
change initiatives. James held key contributor roles as CISO 
or most senior security executive at dozens of international 
companies across the finance, critical infrastructure, 
manufacturing, and service industries. Additionally, 
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Georgia Institute of Technology and has spent over 13 years 
working in information technology, software development, 
and cybersecurity.

LESLIE K. LAMBERT
Leslie K. Lambert, former CISO for Juniper Networks 
and Sun Microsystems, has over 30 years of experience 
in information security, IT risk and compliance, security 
policies, standards and procedures, incident management, 
intrusion detection, security awareness, and threat 
vulnerability assessments and mitigation. She received CSO 
Magazine’s 2010 Compass Award for security leadership 
and was named one of Computerworld’s Premier 100 IT 
Leaders in 2009. An Anita Borg Institute Ambassador since 
2006, Leslie has mentored women across the world in 
technology. Leslie is also serving on the board of the Bay 
Area CSO Council since 2005.

LILLY CHALUPOWSKI
Lilly works with GoSecure on Threat Intelligence. She 
started her journey being mostly self-taught making hacking 
tools in her spare time – Chameleon (custom base64 
steganography), Badger (DLL Security Enumeration including 
ASLR Entropy), Dirty-Needle (DLL Injection Tool) and more. 
She has presented at the Atlantic Security Conference 
on PE File Structure Security Enumeration and Custom 
Base64 Steganography and at the Halifax Area Security 
Klatch (HASK) on using file upload vulnerabilities to obtain 
shell access to a webserver using injection techniques. In 
addition, Lilly has presented at Digital Discovery Camp 
for kids on Phishing Awareness and SQLi with interactive 
demos helping children understand Cyber Security and 
how to keep an ethical approach, at the same time she is 
making Cyber Security a more attractive profession to young 
people.

MARC KNEPPERS
Security was not the original plan. Marc started in 
Astrophysics, getting degrees from the University of 
Calgary and Western Ontario before finally quitting with 
his MSc to scrounge for money in the private sector. 
Luckily, the Internet was waiting. Starting as a UNIX system 
administrator and working his way through Internet services, 
dot coms and the core networking teams, Marc ended up 
as the Security prime for TELUS’ core networks. With a 
nod to his 20 years of experience in IT/networking security 
Marc was appointed a TELUS Fellow and is now the Chief 
Security Architect for TELUS.

As Chief Security Architect, Marc has responsibilities 
for security oversight and strategy across all of TELUS’ 
technologies and portfolios. He represents TELUS on 
Canadian national infrastructure forums and industry boards 
with membership in international security forums and 
vendor advisory boards. Outside of work, he lives in Calgary 
with his wife and 2 children, skis, bikes and plays in a band.

MARK HOLUB
Mark Holub (CISSP, CISA, MBA) is a Compliance Security 
Solutions Architect at Qualys and is a subject matter expert 
for the company’s compliance solutions. With 20 years 
of experience across IT security, compliance and IT audit, 
Holub assists small, medium and large enterprises with 
establishing strong governance and control environments.

MARK SANGSTER
Mark Sangster is an industry security strategist and 
cybersecurity evangelist who researches, speaks and writes 
about cybersecurity as it relates to regulations, ethical 
obligations, data breach incident response and cyber risk 
management. Mark’s 20-year career was established with 
industry giants like Intel, Cisco and BlackBerry, where he 
worked on the first secure devices for government agencies. 
Mark continues to build mutually-beneficial relationships 
with regulatory agencies and industry associations, drawing 
on his strong technical aptitude and intuitive understanding 
of information security.

As an ILTA Council Member, Mark regularly attends 
legal tech conferences, delivering executive briefing and 
workshops – including a 23-stop ILTA road show in 2017 and 
a planned 13 stop ILTA roadshow in 2018 – and leads topical 
webinars focusing on the cybersecurity challenges facing the 
security industry. Mark is also a member of the American Bar 
Association (ABA), Income Security Advocacy Centre (ISAC) 
and the Association of Legal Administrators (ALA) and was a 
National Law Journal award recipient (2016).

MATT BRODA
Matt Broda is a Technical Fellow in Security at Bell. Matt is 
responsible for Bell’s strategic security direction focused on 
business markets. Matt has devoted the last 19 years of his 
career to making cyberspace a safer place. In his work with 
international government and private sector organizations, 
Matt has helped to advance the state of security and privacy 
in key areas, including cloud and mobile computing, VoIP 
and multimedia communication, and critical information 
infrastructure protection. Before joining Bell, Matt held 
leadership positions focused on security with Nortel’s Chief 
Technology Office, Microsoft’s Trustworthy Computing and 
as an entrepreneur and advisor. Matt holds an MBA from 
Ottawa University and a B.Sc. in Computer Science and 
Psychology from University of Toronto.

MATTHEW HICKEY
Matthew Hickey is a Director of Engineering, Enterprise, at 
Sophos. He got his start in the field of Information Security 
working for Securities Industry Automation Corporation 
(SIAC), at the time, a subsidiary of the New York and 
American Stock Exchanges. After working several years 
on Wall Street, he continued honing his skills in this field 
at Lockheed Martin. There he worked on several projects 
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member of the Standards Council of Canada ISO working 
group for the development of security and privacy 
standards. He is also a member of the IEEE Standards 
Association, active in standards about privacy, including 
serving as vice-chair of the P7002 Data Privacy Process 
Working Group. Wunderlich was a member of the advisory 
board for the Privacy by Design certification program at the 
Privacy and Big Data Institute at Ryerson University. He is a 
privacy member for the Toronto SickKids Hospital Research 
Ethics Board and teaches privacy and security related 
courses at the University of Guelph. He has authored or 
contributed to several books and is a frequent speaker at 
privacy and security conferences as well as a sought-after 
commentator on privacy issues in the print and broadcast 
media.

Wunderlich is a member and Fellow of Information Privacy 
of the International Association of Privacy Professionals, 
holding both a Certified Information Privacy Professional/
Canada and a Certified Information Privacy Manager 
certification. He is a Gold Member of ISACA where he holds 
a Certified Information Systems Auditor certification. He 
has an B.A. (Hon. History) from the University of Manitoba 
and an M.B.A. from the John Molson School of Business at 
Concordia University.

JOSH FU
Josh Fu, CISM, CISSP, is a security professional at Cylance, 
an artificial intelligence company focused on cybersecurity. 
Josh has experience as a channel manager and consultant in 
cloud infrastructure and as a technical account manager and 
sales engineer in cybersecurity. Josh founded the west coast 
chapter of the International Consortium of Cybersecurity 
Professionals while he was living in San Francisco and has 
presented in front of industry audiences across the country 
and for groups such as ISACA, ISC2, MGTA, IANS, and 
SANS. He is also a published author in Information Security 
magazine and ThreatVector. Please connect with him on 
Twitter @jfusecurity.

JULIEN DUCLOY
A risk management specialist for over 15 years, Julien 
spends his days supporting business leaders to improve 
their organization’s cybersecurity, risk management and 
insurance practices. In-depth security program assessment 
generally yields dozens of recommendations. Typical 
risk assessments are largely qualitative and subjective. 
As a result, executives and administrators not only lack 
adequate information to drive effective decisions, but 
also face challenges to determine how much investment 
in cybersecurity, risk management or insurance is enough. 
To support them in making objective and impactful 
decisions, Julien shares his time between sourcing relevant 
information from operations – such as risk quantification or 
cost-benefit analysis; facilitating decision making processes; 

and executing on recommendations to maximize return on 
investment.

Julien worked at Paris Airports, EY, Capgemini Consulting, 
and he has been with Marsh & McLennan Companies since 
2008, in France and in Canada. He now leads Cybersecurity 
and ERM Consulting Services for Marsh Canada. He is based 
out of Toronto, ON. Happy to connect here on LinkedIn.

KURT LYSY
Kurt Lysy is Senior Security Product Consultant and security 
subject-matter expert at HP. As a passionate evangelist of 
HP’s cybersecurity strategy, Kurt travels throughout North 
America meeting with enterprise companies and partners 
about today’s modern security threats – and how HP’s 
innovative, hardware-enforced, security and manageability 
solutions help keep businesses secure.
Throughout his 35-year career in IT, Kurt has been 
committed to delivering impactful security products and 
solutions that delight end users and IT professionals alike. 
Before joining HP’s security team, Kurt spent several 
decades in numerous roles in the IT security space, including 
product manager, implementation consultant, solutions 
architect, and product developer. He has successfully 
architected and deployed security products worldwide 
across many verticals, including public sector, aerospace, 
health care, higher education, and banking. Kurt is also a 
published author and has been granted several US patents 
in the areas of cybersecurity and database technology.

KURTIS ARMOUR
Kurtis Armour is a Principal Security Specialist at Scalar 
Decisions, where his specialties include risk assessment, 
incident response, penetration testing, threat and 
vulnerability management/ research, among others. 
He holds a Bachelor of Technology, with a specialty in 
Informatics and Security. As a regular conference speaker, 
Kurtis is inquisitive and dedicated to the industry and 
furthers research endeavors. He holds an OSCP certification 
which helps him understand the needs and requirements of 
organizations on the defensive side.

LANE THAMES
Lane Thames is a senior security researcher and software 
engineer with Tripwire’s Vulnerability and Exposure 
Research Team (VERT). As a member of VERT, Lane 
develops software that detects applications, devices, and 
operating systems along with vulnerability detection and 
management software. He also spends time looking for new 
vulnerabilities and understanding emerging cybersecurity 
threats. Lane enjoys contributing to the cybersecurity 
community by publishing new research, blogging about 
cybersecurity topics, and presenting new techniques and 
technologies at cybersecurity conferences. Lane received 
his PhD in Electrical and Computer Engineering from the 
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for the Department of Defense. This work included 
conducting security audits, penetration testing, and firewall 
deployments guides for very high profile, security conscious 
customers. Most recently Matthew has been working for 
the leaders in this industry, which include Dell-SonicWALL 
and Fortinet deploying network security solutions for their 
customers.

MATTHEW MAGLIERI
Matthew Maglieri is the Chief Information Security Officer 
at ruby (the parent company to AshleyMadison.com) where 
he leads an experienced team of cybersecurity professionals 
working around-the-clock to safeguard and defend the 
company’s systems and data. He relies upon his experience 
on the front lines of the cybersecurity industry and 
specialized knowledge of the tools, tactics, and procedures 
used by advanced threat groups to build leading threat-
based, intelligence-led information security programs. 
Matthew is a sought after speaker who presents worldwide 
on how businesses can best assess their risk of a breach, cut 
through organizational noise and red tape, and transform 
their security programs to achieve breach resilience.

Prior to joining ruby, Matthew served in a leading role 
helping to develop Mandiant’s Canadian practice. Mandiant, 
a FireEye company, is a trusted advisor to organizations 
worldwide with more than 10 years of near-daily interaction 
with organized, persistent attackers and threat groups 
around the world. Matthew worked reactively and 
proactively with organizations of all sizes to remediate 
security breaches, identify vulnerabilities that targeted 
attackers exploit, and provide guidance on closing security 
gaps to reduce the risk of a future cyber incident.

He escapes it all by retreating to his family cottage, which 
remains connected to the world solely via rotary phone.

MIKE ROTHMAN
Mike Rothman is a 25-year security veteran. He specializes 
in the sexy aspects of security, like protecting networks and 
endpoints, security management, compliance, and helping 
clients navigate a secure evolution to the cloud. He’s a busy 
guy, serving both as President of DisruptOPS, as well as 
Analyst & President of Securosis. This is a good thing since 
Mike gets into trouble when he’s not busy enough.

MOUNIL PATEL
Mounil Patel has been a part of the Mimecast team for over 
nine years and holds the position of Field CTO. Mounil also 
held positions at Mimecast as Director of Sales Engineering, 
and VP of Strategic Field Engagement. Previously he was 
Global Practice Director managing pre-sales and services for 
EMC’s Telco, Media and Entertainment division for archiving 
and backup products as well as Director of Data Restoration 
and e-Discovery services at Iron Mountain. Mounil has 
also held CIO positions at Endeca Technologies and Phase 

Forward Incorporated. He holds a Bachelor of Science in 
Electrical Engineering from Boston University.

NEIL “GRIFTER” WYLER
Neil R. Wyler is currently a Senior Threat Hunting and 
Incident Response Specialist with RSA. He has spent over 
18 years as a security professional, focusing on vulnerability 
assessment, penetration testing, physical security, and 
incident response. He has been a staff member of the Black 
Hat Security Briefings for over 16 years and a member of 
the Senior Staff at DEF CON for 18 years. Neil has spoken 
at numerous security conferences worldwide, including 
Black Hat, DEF CON, and the RSA Conference. He has 
been the subject of various online, print, film, and television 
interviews, and has authored several books on information 
security. In his free time, Neil keeps himself busy as a 
member of both the DEF CON and Black Hat CFP Review 
Boards, the Black Hat Training Review Board, the founder 
of DC801, and founder of his local hackerspace, 801 Labs. 
Follow him on Twitter at @Grifter801.

NICK ALEKS
Nick Aleks is the CEO of Aleks Security Cyber Intelligence 
Inc., a Toronto-based Ethical Hacking Firm. Nick and his 
team specialize in testing the security systems for clients 
in the software development, government, engineering, 
manufacturing, and financial industries. He is the founder 
of DEFCON Toronto Hacker Community, a group with 
over 1000 active members. Nick has spoken at numerous 
cyber-security conference (BSIDES, DEFCON Toronto, 
and Pearls in Policing) where he has shared knowledge on 
topics including: pen-testing, car hacking, lock-picking, wi-
fi-hacking, social engineering (human hacking), and threat 
intelligence.

NICK JOHNSTON
Nick is the program coordinator for, and professor in, 
Sheridan College’s Honours Bachelor of Applied Information 
Sciences (Information Systems Security) degree program. 
Previous to his role in academia, Nick led an incident 
response team, worked as a computer forensic investigator, 
programmer, penetration tester, secure code auditor and 
general InfoSec consultant. You can find Nick on Twitter at 
@nickinfosec where he’ll either be tweeting cringe-worthy 
cyberpuns or asking beginner electronics/maker questions.

OLABODE ANISE
Olabode is a Data Scientist at Duo Security where he 
wrangles data, prototypes data-related features, and makes 
pretty graphs to support engineering, product management, 
and marketing efforts. Prior to Duo, Olabode studied usable 
security at the University of Florida. When he’s not at work, 
he spends his time exploring data involving topics such as 
sports analytics, relative wages and cost of living across the 
United States.

OLIVIER BILODEAU
Olivier Bilodeau currently leads the Cybersecurity Research 
team at GoSecure. With more than 10 years of infosec 
experience, Olivier has managed large networks and server 
farms, wrote open source network access control software 
and recently worked as a Malware Researcher. A passionate 
communicator, he has spoken at several conferences 
such as Defcon, Botconf, SecTor, and Derbycon. Invested 
in his community, Olivier co-organizes MontréHack—a 
monthly workshop focused on applied information security 
through capture-the-flag challenges. He is also in charge 
of NorthSec’s training sessions and is hosting NorthSec’s 
Hacker Jeopardy. His primary research interests include 
reverse-engineering tools, Linux and/or embedded malware 
and honeypots. In his spare time, Olivier likes to participate 
in information security capture-the-flag competitions, work 
on various open-source projects and brew his own beer.

OMER ZOHAR
A security researcher for over a decade, Omer is currently 
exploring the opportunities emerging technologies such as 
blockchain and AI might create for the bad guys to improve 
their infrastructure and how to mitigate them. Omer has 
been conducting multidisciplinary research on malware 
behavior and detection methods, including on his last 
position as Head of Research for “TopSpin Security”, where 
he investigated malware C&C infrastructure and protocols 
to create a behavior based detection engine that correlates 
over a time series network and reputation data along with 
a deception overlay. He authored ‘Deceive and Succeed: 
Using Deception for Post-Breach Detection’ (Defcon 
2016) where he investigated how malicious actors interact 
with various deception mechanisms to measure their 
effectiveness.

PETER MORIN
Peter is a Director in KPMG’s Risk Consulting – Cyber 
Security practice. He is a senior cyber security professional 
with over 20 years of experience focusing on cyber 
security. Peter has worked in senior positions for numerous 
organizations, including a national telecommunications and 
media company, Fortune 500 cloud-computing company, 
a recognized cyber security software company and most 
recently a major US defense contractor where he focused 
on developing insider threat solutions, engaging in incident 
response and threat hunting and implementing monitoring 
and detection systems for security operations centers. Peter 
holds several designations including the CISSP, CISA, CRISC, 
CGEIT as well as a number of SANS GIAC certifications.

ROBERT FALZON
Robert Falzon is currently the Director of Field Engineering, 
Americas International for Check Point Software 
Technologies Inc., worldwide leader in securing the internet. 
He has provided his expertise and security training to 
private and public sector customers all over the world, with 

experience living and working in Canada, Europe and the 
Middle East and Latin America.

Robert has developed a friendly, often entertaining 
approach to engaging customers in security presentations 
and discussions and is often sought for opportunities where 
presentation and delivery are key to developing customer 
relationships and winning business.

SARAH FRIEND
Sarah (isthisanart_) is a software engineer working at 
Consensys on tools for financial transparency/accounting. 
When not doing that, she creates games and other 
interactive experiences. She is a proud Recurse Center 
alum, and has recently presented at Transmediale in Berlin, 
Ethereal Summit in NYC, NorthSec in Montreal, and is a co-
organizer of Our Networks, a summit on the decentralized 
web in Toronto.

SARAH SQUIRE
Sarah Squire is a Senior Technical Architect at Ping Identity. 
She is a co-author of NIST Special Publication 800-63C 
Digital Identity Guidelines, which outlines federated 
authentication standards for all US federal agencies. She co-
founded and serves as Vice President of IDPro – a nonprofit 
professional organization for identity practitioners. 
She serves on the Board of Directors for the OpenID 
Foundation. She has been named one of the top 100 
influencers in identity. Sarah holds a Bachelor of Science in 
Physics and a Master of Science in Information Management 
from the University of Washington where she was a NASA 
Space Grant Scholar. She is also a Certified Information 
Security System Professional (CISSP).

SCHUYLER TOWNE
Schuyler Towne is a research scholar at the Ronin Institute, 
studying the history and anthropology of physical security.

SEAN TIERNEY
Sean Tierney is the Director of Cyber Intelligence for 
Infoblox. In his role, Sean leads the efforts to develop and 
refine threat data; delivered to customers as machine 
readable, actionable intelligence. Before joining Infoblox, 
Sean served as the VP of Threat Intelligence at IID (acquired 
by Infoblox in 2016), was the Global Head of Computer 
Emergency Response at Morgan Stanley and served as the 
Director of Cyber Intelligence for UBS and JPMorgan Chase.

SERGEI VOLOKITIN
Sergei Volokitin is a Security Analyst at Riscure in the 
Netherlands. His work is mostly focused on security 
evaluation of embedded systems and security testing of 
smart card platforms and TEE based solutions. He has 
several publications on Java Card platform attacks and 
conference presentations on hardware security.
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SHIMI ESHKENAZI
For the last five years Shimi has been part of the Research 
team at Checkmarx (lead by founder & CTO – Maty Siman). 
He has participated in developing the core of Checkmarx’s 
main product – CxSAST (static application security testing 
using code analysis) and in the design of their new products 
(CxIAST). Shimi is currently working on research related 
to innovative technologies and their application security 
aspects

SHIRA SHAMBAN
Shira Shamban is a security researcher and technical 
expert with a focus on threat intelligence. Shira started her 
professional career in cybersecurity as a military officer 
in the elite intelligence unit 8200 of the Israel Defense 
Force. During her 13-year service in the unit, Shira acquired 
hands-on experience in cybersecurity and intelligence 
operations while earning an engineering degree from Tel-
Aviv University.

After her military service, Shira turned to security innovation 
in business. As the Data Initiative Lead at Dome9 Security, 
Shira is now leading the company’s security research to 
implement its results in Dome9’s products and by that help 
organizations embrace the public cloud securely. Shira 
strongly believes in empowering women in the world of 
technology. She volunteers as a lecturer and a mentor in 
forums such as SheCodes and OWASP-WIA.

SOLOMON SONYA
Solomon Sonya (@Carpenter1010) is an Assistant Professor 
of Computer Science at the United States Air Force 
Academy. He has a background in software development, 
malware analysis, covert channels, steganography, 
distributed computing, computer hacking, information 
protection paradigms, and cyber warfare. He received 
his Undergraduate Degree in Computer Science and has 
Master’s degrees in Computer Science and Information 
System Engineering. Solomon’s current research includes 
computer system exploitation, cyber threat intelligence, 
digital forensics, and data protection.

Previous conferences Solomon has spoken at include: SecTor 
Canada, Hack in Paris, France, HackCon Norway, BlackHat 
USA, ICSIS – Toronto, ICORES Italy, BruCon Belgium, Hack.
Lu Luxembourg, Shmoocon DC, DerbyCon Kentucky, 
SkyDogCon Tennessee, HackerHalted Georgia, Day-Con 
Ohio, and TakeDownCon Connecticut, Maryland, and 
Alabama, AFCEA – Colorado Springs.

STEPHAN JOU
Stephan Jou is the chief technology officer at Interset, 
an In-Q-Tel-backed security analytics company. He leads 
the development of advanced analytics and mathematical 
modeling for unsupervised machine learning to detect how 

corporate intellectual property is being attacked, moved, 
shared, and utilized. Prior to Interset, Jou served as a 
technical architect at IBM’s Business Analytics Office of 
the CTO—a role in which he architected the development 
of more than ten Cognos and IBM products in the areas of 
cloud-computing, mobile, visualization, semantic search, 
data-mining, and neural networks. Stephan has also 
published award-winning articles for Verizon’s Data Breach 
Investigations Report and the ISSA on the topics of deep 
learning, machine learning, and insider threats.

Jou holds a Master of Science in computational 
neuroscience and biomedical engineering, and is involved 
in approving research and setting goals for Canada’s NSERC 
Strategic Research Grant research topics in the areas of 
analytics and security.

STEVE DAVIS
Steve Davis is the Director of Products at Echoworx 
Corporation – where its SaaS encryption platform, 
professional services, and technical expertise help 
heavily regulated industries and global enterprises 
protect important data by providing a path to secure 
communications. For over a decade, Steve has been leading 
high performance Systems Engineering teams and lending 
his technical know-how, in the US and across EMEA, for 
Cloud and Cybersecurity driven firms including Symantec 
and Palo Alto Networks.

SUN HUANG
Sun Huang is Founding VP Threat Research and GM 
Cyberdefense at Xrex Inc. Before Xrex, Huang was Senior 
Threat Researcher at Proofpoint (NASDAQ: PFPT). He has 
over 10 years of experience in information security. He has 
discovered many Web application 0days, including those of 
CMS and C2 Panel. Sun has participated in many security 
contests and was one of the top 10 researchers in Paypal’s 
2013 Bug Bounty Wall of Fame. He also placed third at the 
AT&T bug reporter in 2013. Sun currently holds CCNA, 
ECSS, CEH, and PMP certifications. He has presented at 
numerous events including Chain-in 2018, BlackHat 2017, 
Hackfest 2017, HIP 2017, AusCERT 2016, Troopers ‘2016, 
Hack.lu 2016, SteelCon 2016, Virus Bulletin 2016, and RSA 
2016.

TALHA TARIQ
Talha Tariq is the CISO at Anki, a consumer robotics and AI 
company where he leads security and privacy engineering 
efforts. He has 15 years of experience building and scaling 
security programs from start-ups to large Fortune 100 
organizations. Previously he was CISO for FinancialForce, 
Director of Security Consulting at PwC, and has held various 
security engineering and leadership positions at Microsoft 
and NCR. He has broad security and privacy engineering 
experience and patents building trusted platforms for cloud 
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and IoT devices. He has led a variety of engagements around 
the world, advising clients across a range of industries 
on matters related to significant sensitive data breaches, 
intellectual property thefts, hacking events, forensic 
investigations, security program development, security 
operations, threat and vulnerability assessments. Talha holds 
a BS in Computer Science & MS in Information Security 
from Royal Holloway, University of London.

TANYA JANCA
Tanya Janca is a senior cloud advocate for Microsoft, 
specializing in application security; evangelizing software 
security and advocating for developers through public 
speaking, her open source project OWASP DevSlop, 
and various forms of teaching via workshops, blogs and 
community events. As an ethical hacker, OWASP Project 
and Chapter Leader, software developer, effective altruist 
and professional computer geek of 20+ years, she is a 
person who is truly fascinated by the ‘science’ of computer 
science.

TED SHORTER
Ted Shorter is the Chief Technology Officer at Certified 
Security Solutions, Inc. (CSS). Responsible for CSS’ 
Intellectual Property development efforts, Ted helps align 
CSS’ security focus with the changing Enterprise and 
Internet of Things (IoT) landscape. A renowned Public Key 
Infrastructure (PKI) expert, Ted has provided oversight to 
hundreds of private-sector Enterprise PKI deployments, in 
multiple vertical markets including: Healthcare, Finance, 
Manufacturing, Aerospace, and e-Commerce. Ted has 
worked in the security arena for over 25 years, in the fields 
of cryptography, application security, authentication and 
authorization services, and software vulnerability analysis. 
His past experience includes 10 years at the National 
Security Agency, a Master’s Degree in Computer Science 
from The Johns Hopkins University, and an active CISSP 
certification.

TYLER REGULY
Tyler Reguly is a Manager of Security Research with 
Tripwire, and a key member of VERT (Vulnerability and 
Exposure Research Team), where he focuses on web 
application security and vulnerability detection. Tyler is 
involved in industry initiatives such as CVSS-SIG, and has 
spoken at many security events, including RSA and SecTor. 
Additionally, he has contributed to the Computer Systems 
Technology curriculum at Fanshawe College in London, 
Ontario by developing and teaching several security related 
courses. Tyler is frequently quoted by security industry press 
and is a prolific blogger.

VLADIMIR KATALOV
Vladimir Katalov is CEO, co-owner and co-founder of 
ElcomSoft Co.Ltd. He studied Applied Mathematics at the 
Moscow Engineering-Physics Institute (State University). 
Vladimir manages all technical research and product 
development for the company. He regularly presents at 
events and runs IT security and computer forensics training 
both for foreign and domestic computer investigative 
committees and other organizations.

WAYNE HUANG
Wayne Huang is co-founder and CEO at Xrex Inc. Prior 
to Xrex, Huang was Founder and CEO at Armorize 
Technologies and VP Engineering at Proofpoint (NASDAQ: 
PFPT).

As both a cybersecurity expert and a crypto enthusiast, 
Huang is a frequent speaker at cyber security and 
blockchain conferences including BlockBeats 2018, Chain-in 
2018, Blockchain Technology Conference 2018, Swiss Cyber 
Storm 2018, BlackHat APAC 2017, Troopers 2016, AusCERT 
2016, Virus Bulletin 2016, SteelCon 2016, Hack.lu 2016, 
HackFest 2016, and many more.

A diligent blogger on cyberthreats, his research has received 
worldwide media coverage, including Reuters, Forbes, IDG, 
USA Today, Wired, Dark Reading, The Register, The Hacker 
News, SC Magazine, eWeek, Threat Post, CSO, and Krebs on 
Security.

Wayne received his PhD in EE from National Taiwan 
University, and his BS and MS in CS from NCTU. He holds 
two US patents on source code analysis.

All proceeds going to support the Canadian Internet 
Policy and Public Interest Clinic (CIPPIC)
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EXPO VENDOR BOOTH LOCATIONS
607   (ISC)2
807   3M
402   Akamai
908   Anomali
910   BackBox
501  Bell
806   BlackBerry
406   BlueCat Networks
702  Bomgar
508   BSI Group
703   CA Veracode
102   Calian
203   Carbon Black
601   Certified Security Solutions (CSS)
200   Check Point
302   Checkmarx
408   CIRA
905   CISCO
1000   Cobalt.io
509   Cofense
804   Comodo CA
1005   Cord3 Innovation
603   CrowdStrike
105   CyberArk
609   Cylance
103   Dell EMC
307   Echoworx
608   eSentire
108   ESET
505   Exabeam
1002   Ferro Technics
303   Fidelis Cybersecurity
410   Forcepoint
800   Fortinet
808   Gemalto
305   GlassHouse Systems
201   GoSecure
301   Gurucul
610   HP
903  IBM
Lounge   Illumio
805   IMSM – ISO Standards Specialists
204   Infoblox
811   IoT HackLab
308   IXIA a Keysight Business
405   Kenna Security
704   Layer 8 Solutions
403   Lock Pick Village
701   LogRhythm
900   Lyrical Security
809   ManageEngine

604   McAfee
909   Microsoft
401   Mimecast
207   Netskope
1001   Northeastern University
803   Okta
110   Optiv
907   OnX
208   Packetlabs
705   Ping Identity
105   Proofpoint
100   Qualys
210   Rapid7
103   RSA
1003   Safeguard Cyber
606   Sailpoint
109   SANS
600   Scalar Decisions
103   Secureworks
1004   SecurityScorecard
709   SentinelOne
802   ServiceNow
706   Shared Services Canada
605   Simeio Solutions
304   Skybox Security
309   Sophos
206   Sumo Logic
409   Symantec
707   Synack
602   Tenable
106   Thales eSecurity
205   ThreatConnect
407   Thycotic
507   Trend Micro
306   Tripwire
502   Trustwave
400   Uzado
202   Varonis
103   VMWare
708   WinMagic
810   York University
209   ZeroFOX
506   Zscaler

EXPO VENDOR BOOTH LOCATIONS
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Toronto Chapter

START-UP SPONSORS

INDUSTRY / MEDIA

SPO
N
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Throughout the day we encourage you to visit the Lock Pick Village, Internet of Things (IoT) Hack Lab, the SecTor Lounge, 
and all of our industry leading sponsors located throughout the Expo Hall and common area. 

Please be sure to complete a conference evaluation before you leave on Wednesday, we want to make SecTor 2019 even 
better. 

We and our sponsors look forward to meeting you at the conference.

SPONSORS

GOLD SPONSORS

SILVER SPONSORS

BRONZE SPONSORS
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BRONZE SPONSORS



SECTOR GEAR

T-SHIRTS/BASEBALL/YOUTH :$15, WORK SHIRT/HOODIES: $40
All proceeds going to support the Canadian Internet Policy and Public Interest Clinic (CIPPIC)
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Guest Services: To enhance the experience of both our local and out of town visitors, the MTCC has established a team of 
Guest Services Agents. The Guest Services Agents can provide internal assistance by directing attendees to the appropriate 
rooms or exhibit halls and can also share their knowledge of Toronto including special attractions, restaurants, tours and 
more. The Guest Services Agents can be found dressed in red, MTCC-branded vests. Within the South Building, the Guest 
Services Agent is located on street level at the Bremner Boulevard entrance. Within the North Building, the Guest Services 
Agent is located on street level at the Front Street entrance.
 
Business Centre: The MTCC offers Business Centre services in the North and South Buildings. The South Business Centre 
is located on the 800 level near the entrance of Hall D and is open Monday to Friday from 8:30 am – 4:30 pm. They offer 
printing and copying in both black & white and colour, as well as fax services. The North Business Centre is located on the 
300 level next to Hall C and is open Monday to Friday from 8:00 am – 5:00 pm. The North Business Centre is a full service 
business centre offering printing, copying, faxing, and a selection of office and exhibitor supplies.  
 
Outbound Courier Service: Outbound courier service, for packages up to 100 lbs (depending on dimensions) is offered 
through the North and South Business Centres, shipping via FedEx. Please note that a MTCC handling fee and FedEx 
charges will apply.
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NOTESNOTES



Internet of Things (IoT) Hack Lab
The IoT Hack Lab by Tripwire is returning in 2018 and provides attendees with the opportunity to learn the IoT hacking 
tradecraft. The Hack Lab consists of a wide range of ‘smart’ devices, and laptops running a customized Kali Linux 
installation complete with self-contained virtual hack targets and additional tools. Tripwire researchers will be on-hand 
to help attendees navigate the world of device hacking using techniques which have netted hundreds of vulnerabilities 
and top place in the SOHOpelessly Broken competition at DEF CON 23. With plenty of available gear and a little bit of 
time, the Hack Lab can prepare attendees to conduct effective penetration testing on embedded devices.  If you plan 
on using your own laptop be sure it supports 64-bit virtualization to run the Hack Lab VM. Don’t forget to look out for 
the IoT sessions in the schedule, including the Tripwire guys!

Lock Pick Village
The Lock Pick Village at SecTor provides attendees the opportunity to get hands on with physical security education. 
Each year, Schuyler Towne and his crew dream up something new that will incorporate more than just lock picking, 
making you think through a variety of challenges. The Lock Pick Village will have a huge collection of locks and tools 
on site for attendees to try their hand at. Learn the fundamentals of security engineering by exploring locks and 
attacks from all over the world and throughout history, and put what you’ve learned into practice by competing in this 
year’s contest. We also remind folks to join Schuyler during his lockpicking talk – see the agenda for details.

Developing your Career In IT Security Panel (2018) and Career Fair
Be sure to check out our special Developing your Career In IT Security Panel (2018) and Career Fair from 2:55 - 
5:00pm, October 2 in the Keynote Hall. Full details on page 19. 

FOR THE FULL CONFERENCE SCHEDULE, PLEASE SEE PAGES 22 - 25

Visit sector.ca/schedule 
for our mobile friendly 
conference schedule.

To see what sessions are 
currently active, visit 
sector.ca/whats-on

What You Need To Know at SecTor 2018

Wireless Network Information: SSID SecTor2018 / 
Passphrase: sector2018 

Expo Activities: SecTor Lounge sponsored by Illumio  
• Lock Pick Village • Internet of Things (IoT) Hack Lab  
• SecTor Theatre (803AB)

Networking Reception and Party is Tuesday at Steam 
Whistle Brewing  – see info below. 

Contest: Page 4

Save the date for SecTor 2019, October 7-9.

SecTor Networking Reception and Party - Network | Eat | Drink
- Sponsored by Qualys and Rapid7
All full conference attendees are invited to join us for a 
quality networking event after day one of the conference 
in The Hall at Steam Whistle Brewing’s Roundhouse. 
Sponsored by Qualys and Rapid7, this networking 
reception is a wonderful opportunity to connect with 
other attendees, speakers and sponsors while enjoying 
delicious food and Steam Whistle’s premium pilsner. 
The venue is located just steps from the MTCC South 
Building, we encourage you to walk over on Tuesday after 
the last session and feel free to stay until closing at 10pm.

Full conference attendees must have their badge to gain 
access to the reception. Expo attendees do not have 
access to the event, however, for those who would like to 
join in the fun, Expo sponsors will have a limited number 
of reception wristbands to distribute.
Full Details on page 3.


